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WEBSITE:   www.rcnz.com
811 Jones Road, Rolleston, Christchurch (Warehouse only)

EMAIL:  sales@rcnz.com

Over 9000+ pictured products including radio control helicopters, planes, cars, 
boats, yachts, quadcopters and all the accessories.

Money Back Guarantee   Online Parts Request Form   Standard Freight $5.

VQ Model DC-3 - 1.8m Wingspan

Rosinen or US Army versions - $420
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Council Report

External Affairs
The way in which New Zealand develops aviation regulations is by 
watching what is happening overseas and, hopefully taking the best 
lessons to adopt. Rules for airlines have to keep in step with 
international rules so that our planes are properly equipped to fly in 
other people’s airspace but where activity is contained locally, we can 
make our own rules.  Drones continue to attract headlines In the UK 
there is a desperate rush to be seen to be doing something in response 
to the closure of an international airport (Gatwick) for three days just 
before Christmas. After 18 months of productive negotiation with the 
UKCAA, our sister organisation, the British Model Flying Association, 
thought that they were well placed. In late April, the UKCAA went 
completely against previous agreements and decided that they would 
ignore the BMFA registration system, their membership register and 
their training standards.  Instead, UK will introduce a system that will 
require both drone flyers and model aircraft owners to take an online 
competency test, obtain a registration number and pay a fee 
equivalent to $32 per year.  Failure to comply is punishable by a $2000 
fine.  There is no clue as to whether they will see policemen turning up 
at flying fields and checking that club members have got their 
registration details on their smart phones. Also, no hint as to whether 
such a system would have prevented Gatwick being disrupted.

In New Zealand, we are free to create our own rules for Unmanned 
Aircraft and we know that our CAA and the Ministry of Transport are 
watching closely developments overseas as they formulate their 
plans. We expect to hear some outline of their plans in the next few 
months and are working as hard as possible to ensure that whatever 
they devise has minimal effect on our members.

There are two critical questions: 
Will a registration system improve safety and reduce disruption to 
manned aviation? 

Will answering a few questions on a smartphone produce a better 
model aircraft pilot than our Wings Proficiency scheme?

We will keep you posted, but there may come a time when we email 
every member to ask you to take part in some kind of government 
consultation exercise. If that happens, it is vital that we have the 
maximum possible response. If you would like to look at what is 
happening in UK and respond to their consultation request, it is open 
until June 7th.  https://consultations.caa.co.uk/finance/drone-
registration.

Wings over Wairarapa has happened and a full report is elsewhere in 
the magazine. We had a fantastic MFNZ display with lots of activity. 
We were visited by thousands of school children on the first day and 
after about 5 hours of intense activity a whole bunch of us knew why we 
hadn’t decided to be school teachers. From watching them use the two 
radio control flight simulators, a couple of highlights came out. What a 
tiny fraction had a drone at home and how many, particularly girls 
demonstrated quick skills learning when handed the transmitter. By 
having a big display we achieved two aims. To showcase the hobby to 
current and future generations as well as demonstrating to the wider 
aviation community that we have a national organisation that is 
competent to manage the hobby without interference from a 
Government driven by drone phobia.

Safety
Part of our continuous responsibility is to keep reminding members 
about safety. In previous years, we have averaged about 1 insurance 
claim each year and usually fairly close to the threshold created by our 
$1000 premium excess. This year we have had three claims 
submitted. Two have been processed and one rejected because the 
flyers were not conforming to MFNZ procedures. These two incidents 
involved models striking expensive stuff. One a car and the other a 
microlight, both resulted in damage costing around $5000 to repair.  
The question that we’d like everyone to consider is how well is our 
flying site arranged and used to eliminate these risks. At fullsize 
airshows, the golden rule is that no maneouvre should be made 
towards the crowd line so that if something did go wrong the result 
would not be an aeroplane landing in the crowd. Take a look at your site 
and ask “if we had a control failure now, where would the bits land?” If 
the answer is “somewhere expensive”, take another look at how you 
operate.

Whilst safety is the topic, perhaps even more important is personal 
safety. We must never forget that we are users of equipment which can 
cause serious injury. Most long time flyers will have the odd scar from a 
propeller, but as we use more powerful motors it is easy to forget that a 
spinning prop can amputate a finger or sever an artery. There has been 
a recent incident where a model has struck another pilot on the head 
casing him to be hospitalised. Every club should have a person in 
charge of making sure that we all follow the rules but we are all safety 
officers responsible not only for ourselves but our fellow flyers. If you 
see something dangerous. Speak out.

Annual General Meeting
You will see in the magazine the notice for the AGM. We have one new 
person seeking to join the Council. It is excellent to see Dave Griffin 
volunteering to be the NSI Rep. As well as being a very keen modeller, 
his day job is as a pilot with Air NZ. Grateful thanks are due to Suetonia 
Palmer for her term of office. She brought and very positive and 
refreshing perspective to the Council but her demanding job means 
that she has been unable to continue in the role.

Subscriptions

 NZ Airline Pilots Association $300 - $1000, salary related
 NZ Hang glider pilots Association $160
 Recreational Aircraft Association $150
 Sport Flying NZ $100
 NZ Parachute Federation $100
 UAV NZ $220

Last year, our insurance premium went up by around $25,000 and 
costs for printing and mailing the magazine also increased significantly. 
Although we increased subscriptions by $13 last year, it is not enough 
to allow us to keep the accounts in the black, never mind accumulating 
any surplus. We will therefore, be recommending to the members that 
we increase subscriptions again this year by $7 for both Seniors and 
Families. This will make the renewal next year $95 and $100 
respectively.

Disputes Tribunal
Your Council has had to devote quite a bit of time in the early part of this 
year defending a charge of breach of contract raised by the previous 
administrator at the Disputes Tribunal. The charge was heard on 24 
April and has been dismissed. A copy of the finding is available from the 
Secretary upon request.

According to a poll in UK, the average reader of the RCM&E magazine 
is 55 years old, spends $1500 per year on the hobby and spends 3 
hours a week at the club.

As we prepare next year’s budget we will have to evaluate the outcome 
of the large rise in subscriptions last year and our expenses for 20/21. 
There was some discussion about fees for similar organisations and 
the following table was discovered:

Are you Average?
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At the time of publication of the magazine there are no contested positions on the 
Council and no Notices of Motion. Proxy votes are needed for the purposes of 
establishing a quorum.

I, (print full name)                                                                              

being member number                        of 

MFNZ/NZMAA hereby nominate (print name)                                                                                     

to vote on my behalf at the MFNZ/NZMAA Annual General Meeting on 27.7.2019.  

Signed                                                                           Date

I accept the nomination as proxy holder 

(print full name)                                                                    

Member No.                 Signed                                         Date                        Contact number

This form is to be with the Secretary not later than five (5) days prior to the day of the meeting

To: Paul Clegg, Secretary of MFNZ/NZMAA
(Postal & email address as per Web & Model Flying World)

Dear Sir,

PROXY VOTING FORM 
FOR THE MFNZ/NZMAA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

BEING HELD ON JULY 27th 2019

PROXY VOTING FORM 
FOR THE MFNZ/NZMAA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

BEING HELD ON JULY 27th 2019

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Council Officers for 2018/19:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

President
Secretary
Treasurer
Competition Manager
Northern North Island
Central North Island
Southern North Island
Northern South Island
Southern South Island

Len Drabble
Jonathan Shorer
Fran Roulston
Kevin Botherway
Chris Jackson
Scott Spooner
Graham Job
Dave Griffin
Daniel Munro

How can I vote?
1.
2.

3.

By attending in person.
By sending in the form in this 
magazine electronically or surface 
mail to the Secretary.
By using the form in this magazine 
to nominate a proxy holder to vote on 
your behalf. All forms must be with 
the Secretary five (5) days before the 
meeting.

Butterfly Creek, Tom Pearce Drive, Near Auckland Airport

Saturday July 27th 2019 at 1pm 
Free parking

Apologies for absence
Roll call
Minutes of previous meeting
Matters arising
Presidents report
Treasurers report
2020/2021 Budget
Review of 2018/2019 accounts
Subscriptions for 2020/2021
Election of Council members
Motions to be considered
General business

Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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All Radio Control flyers should either hold a Wings qualification or be 
actively working towards it. There are plenty of competent flyers who 
have never got around to completing the process. To maintain the 
credibility of the system, clubs must ensure that uptake is as good as 
possible. The target is not 100% completion as there are some non-
flying members, some beginners and some non-radio members, but 
generally we expect the ratio to be over 80%.  Please look at the 
attached table as see how your club scores.
 

69 McLeans Island Scale Flyers (INC) 50 4 92.00%
61 Wigram Model Aero Club 21 2 90.48%
95 Kaitaia Flyers     8 1 87.50%
74 Open Skies Radio Flyers 19 3 84.21%
17 Hawera M A C (INC)  6 1 83.33%
65 Mercury Bay Aero Club (INC) 17 3 82.35%
31 Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers Club 22 4 81.82%
14 Gore Model Aero Club (INC) 11 2 81.82%
23 Matamata-Piako M A C (Inc) 30 6 80.00%
55 Wanganui Aero Modellers Club 20 4 80.00%
78 Kapiti Aeromodellers Club (INC) 75 16 78.67%
35 Blenheim Model Aero Club 14 3 78.57%
53 Wairarapa M A C  23 5 78.26%
58 Western Districts M A C  9 2 77.78%
67 Northern Helicopter Modellers Club 9 2 77.78%
43 Taupo Model Fliers (Inc) 30 7 76.67%
9 Christchurch M A C (INC) 47 11 76.60%
10 Christchurch Radio Flyers Club (INC) 46 11 76.09%
12 Egmont Modellers Club 12 3 75.00%
68 Springhill Aviation Club (INC) 23 6 73.91%
71 Hibiscus Coast Radio Fliers 26 7 73.08%
79 Ashhurst Model Fliers  25 7 72.00%
30 Palmerston North Aeroneers (INC) 39 11 71.79%
66 Palmerston R-C Model Flying Club 7 2 71.43%
72 Model Aviation Northland Inc 21 6 71.43%
36 Highbrook Aero Modellers (INC) 68 21 69.12%
21 Levin Model Aeroplane Club (INC) 32 10 68.75%

Club Number & Name    

Club Number & Name    

No Wings            

No Wings            

Wings %

Wings %

PROFICIENCY SCHEME

Members                   

Members                   

11 Dunedin M.A.C (INC)  57 18 68.42%
34 RNZAF Base Auckland M A C 22 7 68.18%
50 Thames Blackfeet M.A.C. 12 4 66.67%
19 Kaiapoi M A C (INC)  12 4 66.67%
77 Aucklandsoar   12 4 66.67%
96 Kaipara Flats Model Flyers 6 2 66.67%
15 Hamilton Model Aero Club (INC) 67 23 65.67%
18 Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 78 27 65.38%
59 Whakatane Model Aircraft Club 28 10 64.29%
57 Wellington Radio Flyers (INC) 11 4 63.64%
13 Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club 20 8 60.00%
49 Bush Fliers M A C  5 2 60.00%
70 Western Bay Model Flyers Inc 15 6 60.00%
94 Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club 10 4 60.00%
93 Waimak Radio Flyers  24 10 58.33%
22 Marlborough Associated Modellers (INC) 12 5 58.33%
56 Wellington M A C (INC)  83 35 57.83%
26 North Shore M A C  87 37 57.47%
88 Tuakau Model Aero Club 16 7 56.25%
44 Tauranga M A C (INC)  68 30 55.88%
25 New Plymouth M A C (INC) 38 17 55.26%
24 Nelson Model Aero Club (INC) 53 24 54.72%
62 South Canterbury MAC (INC) 13 6 53.85%
64 Airsail Model Aviation Club 6 3 50.00%
38 Feilding Model Flying Circle 6 3 50.00%
27 Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (INC) 9 5 44.44%
37 Rotorua M A C (INC)  25 14 44.00%
39 South Otago M A C (INC) 16 9 43.75%
84 SAM 1928   8 5 37.50%
4 Auckland Model Aero Club (INC) 17 11 35.29%
80 Rural Flying Corps  6 4 33.33%
54 Richard Pearse M A C  12 8 33.33%
60 Whangarei Model Aircraft Club (INC) 29 20 31.03%
76 The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying Group 12 9 25.00%
41 Tamaki Model Aircraft Club (INC) 16 12 25.00%

I have been flying RC since the mid 70's and early on I realised that 
most other forms of model flying were not as challenging as Soaring 
and have largely built and flown Sailplanes for the last 30 years or so.  
Over the years I have enjoyed Thermal and Slope flying, Scale and the 
many forms of soaring competition flying. I have been NZ Soaring 
Champion several times and represented NZ at 2 world 
championships.  In the 90’s John Ensoll and I established Canterbury 
Sailplanes bringing the fun of soaring to many new fliers. 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING CANDIDATE PROFILE 

David Griffin
Candidate for Northern South Island Representative

I have served on the CMAC Committee and more recently on our 
MFNZ Soaring Committee for many years

Aviation runs in the blood… I fly as a Captain with Air New Zealand 
flying the A320 based in Christchurch.

I look forward to representing the interests of Northern South Island 
Clubs on our national MFNZ committee. I also hope to promote 
connections between our various flying interests and clubs.



within a millimetre or so if I can. Also probably like most of you, I’ve 
struggled to balance my models precariously on top of a couple of 
columns and to use a ruler to try to measure the distance from the 
leading edge back to the point of balance. Devices for doing this vary 
greatly in complexity and my version was at the crude end of the range 
and consequently required a degree of finesse to come up with a 
reasonably accurate figure.

When I realised that this “jig” was leaving dents in the lower wing 
surface on the brand new glider I was building I decided there had to be 
a better way to do this and, since I’m too frugal to splash out for the 
whizzy electronic unit that’s currently on the market, I put some 
thought into how the problem might be overcome. Because of the 
damage to my new Aloha and previous experience with mylar covered 
open structure wings, I figured it made more sense for my gliders to be 
supported from the fuselage, so after scratching my noggin a bit and 
digging around in my scrap wood bin, I came up with this idea: 
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Like most of you, I like to 
know where the C of G  
(centre of gravity) of my 
models is located and with 
my competition gliders I 
really want to know that point 

Rex Ashwell

As you can see it’s a tray hung from support pillars using a couple of 
bolts and two ball bearings. The idea is that you slide the model along 
the tray until it’s in balance then run the vertical up against the leading 
edge and read off the C of G on the scale. It’s simple and works well for 
the high winged gliders that I normally fly. This version is compact, 
important in a small workshop like mine, but easily handles big(ish) 
models like the 3.2 metre Muller Esprit in the photo below.

The initial version had lower support pillars and the bearings were fitted 
in holes in the tray sides - you can see one in the first photo.  Set up like 
that the C of G is well above the pivot point and the jig is unstable and 
impossible to balance.  The changes made bring the C of G below the 
pivot bearings and now it’s easy to use.  Most of my gliders fit on this as 
is, although I needed to make some packers to raise the Aloha due to 
it’s skinny fuselage (the wings need to clear the pillars) and a Radian is 
a bit too wide to fit.

 

There is nothing sophisticated about this fixture and I’ve made 
alternative vee saddles out of some pink foam to adapt it for my DLGs.  
These work fine but need to be equal weights to keep the tray itself in 
balance - note the holes drilled in the wooden saddles to achieve this.  
I’ve found it handy to have a couple of wedges to fit under the tray 
which hold it steady should you want to make an adjustment on the 
model, like changing battery types for instance.  That's a big plus over 
what I was using before as I had to lift the model down before I could 
touch it - this is like a small work stand.

I make no excuses for he rough looking woodwork but this is a 
prototype which only took a couple of hours to cobble together and 
there’s been no attempt to make it aesthetically pleasing.  Perhaps I’ll 
find time to make something a bit fancier now that I know the design 
works - it’s another round-tuit job though so may never happen.  There 
you have it, a simple device that can be built out of scraps and never 
needs new batteries.
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In the Dec MFW, there was a report 
of a fire nearly being caused by 
sunlight shining through FPV 
goggles. Here is another proven 
risk.

Have you ever read about the risk of a workshop 
fire being caused by sunlight shining through a 
work bench mounted magnifying glass, which 
by coincidence happened to be focused on 
inflammable material?
 
I have, and dismissed it as being so improbable 
it would never happen. Well now I have changed 
my mind.

One of our club members returned from the 
flying field this summer and opened his shed 
workshop to be greeted with a strong smell of 
burning. After the initial moments of panic he 
found the box in the picture on his work bench. 
Nearby was one of those "third hand" holding 
things with a built in magnifying glass. The sun 

RISK OF
FIRE

Another Fire Risk
Proven True
David Thornley

had shone through the window and lens and set the nearby shipping box from an internet 
vendor on fire. By a miracle nothing in the box caught alight and the fire did not spread.

So there you are, there is a real risk from this scenario. In future this modeller will be more 
careful.
 



After seeing a competition series advertised in the last “Fliers World” for free flight catapult gliders I 
figured this was something my son and I could have a go at. I asked a couple of other family members if 
their kids would like to join in, and was mildly surprised when they agreed but I had just put it out there 
as something new to try.

FREE FLIGHT CATAPULT GLIDERS
Sowing the seeds for future aeromodellers

I asked Graham Lovejoy for suggestions on a good design and he recommended the tried and 
true Papanui Tavern, reduced in size for the kids with a little extra past the tail to hang on to. I 
printed the plans, ordered some wood and arranged a Saturday with three kids in the 
workshop…

We had our 8-year-old niece, 10 year old nephew and 5 year old son. It was interesting to watch 
where each one’s skills were the strongest. Our niece was far better at 
cutting out the parts with a knife while our nephew was patient and had 
a good eye for sanding the wing section, he really seemed to 
understand what we were working towards and our son who has made 
gliders before and already knew what he was doing, sort of. While they 
sanded, I cut the hardwood fuselages on the scroll saw.

With the help of some CA and kicker we had all three gliders finished by 
lunchtime. There is a large field near home, so we got pies, hot chips 
and ate while launching gliders. We nearly lost one on the supermarket 
roof near the park and another was averaging over 30 seconds per 
flight!

In the end it was a thoroughly enjoyable day for me introducing some 
kids to aeromodelling that would never have thought twice about it 
before. Our nephew said it was, “Really satisfying watching something 
I made flying around”. I found it equally satisfying seeing how much fun 
these kids were having, and will probably do it again sometime.  
Unfortunately my work commitments meant we never made it to the 
competitions but we might have a couple of family rounds instead, 
have to finish my one too!

Graham 
Job

Page 8 Model Flying World
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Bruce Pickering

by Auster. Covering is Koverall, painted with Dulon acrylic lacquer, 
over coated with Dulon clear-coat. Finished weight is 7.5kg, giving a 
wing loading of 28 oz/sq ft.

How does it fly? Well, just like the real one. Hal Griffin displays the 
aircraft at various air shows and skilfully shows off the aircraft’s 
handling ability. The model is easy to handle, very manoeuvrable in the 
air and the wide track makes it stable on the ground. The 20cc engine is 
more than enough power, with lift off at about 75% throttle; straight and 
level flight around 40%. A hopper full of fertilizer would really add to its 
realism.

(This article originally appeared in Flight Lines Bulletin, of Hamilton 
MAC)

Following my trend to make unusual agricultural aircraft, after the 
Airtruk I started on the Auster B8 Agricola. Produced in the 1950’s 
primarily for the New Zealand market, only 9 were built before 
production ceased. It could not compete with the bigger 
Fletcher—with its greater load capacity—which had appeared a few 
months earlier. Today only one flying Agricola remains in the world, 
ZK-BXO, owned by Griffin Ag Air, in Palmerston North.

Auster employed some rather innovative ideas with this design. To 
reduce pilot workload the flaps and hopper gates were hydraulic. The 
pilot sits above the hopper, making it safer in a crash. The 4.4 metre 
track undercarriage makes ground handling easy. Flat cockpit glazing 
could be cut from standard sheets, without having to shape it. Legs, 
wheels and elevators were interchangeable, lessening capital tied up 
in spares, and removing worry whether it is right or left, as can be seen 
on BXO—the trailing link on the left hand oleo faces forward! Auster 
opted for fabric covering in the belief that it resisted damage from 
fertilizer better than aluminium and that it was easy to repair. 
Apparently they also had the butyrate dope specially formulated to 
resist the corrosive effects of fertilizer.

Double split-flaps, one either side of the hopper in the centre section, 
consist of a main flap having an auxiliary flap on its trailing edge. For 
take-off the combined flap is lowered through 25 deg, giving maximum 
lift. To provide the additional high drag required for landing  the flap is 
lowered to 30 deg, and the auxiliary flap depresses a further 45 deg. 

Engine cooling is automatic—being proportional to engine power. A 
“Jet Cooling” system has 3 exhaust pipes each side led into large-
diameter augmentor tubes, which act as venturis. The exhaust creates 
a low pressure, which sucks air into the front of the engine and out 
through the augmentor tubes. This provided the right amount of 
cooling air, even when the aircraft was idling while being loaded. 
Control cables to the rudder and elevators were mounted externally for 
ease of maintenance.

The standard factory colour scheme was silver and green—as one 
pilot noted, “These are most effective camouflage colours”—making it 
very difficult to spot other aircraft from above. Fortunately, although 
BXO is now painted original factory colours, I found a photo of it in 
yellow and green when it was operated by Associated Farmers. 

Auster claimed that the Agricola’s direct aircraft operating costs were 
as low as £6.16s.4d ($13.63) per hour, or 2s-2½d (22c) per acre when 
topdressing. Pilots reported that it was a “delight to fly, very responsive 
to the controls, especially ailerons.” Hal Griffin also says that it is much 
more comfortable to sit in than the Fletcher.

So, armed with all of the above, how could anyone resist the urge to 
build an Agricola? I decided on a wingspan of 2440mm (96 in), with the 
two outer panels separated from the centre section. I also thought that 
would be big enough for the 20cc gas engine I already had. It actually 
was very easy and inexpensive to build; the fuselage is mostly just 
sticks and I made the wing from foam, veneered with 1.5mm wood up 
to the main spar, with “cap strips” to simulate the trailing edge ribs. It 
took a while to figure out how to articulate the flaps so that the 
secondary flap would extend a further 45 degrees, but after I had made 
them I was rather chuffed to see that it was exactly the way it was done 
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I have purchased the Top Flite FW-190 from Steve Wilson at Firebrand 
back in 2016. At the time Steve helped me to make the FW-190 look 
more scale and authentic with some great tips on drawing panel lines, 
roughing up the plastic covering and then spraying the overall plane 
with a 2 pot matt clear coat to take the shine off and increase the 
durability. This was a great first step to make the model more scale and 
more unique. 

I have very much enjoyed flying the FW-190 with the Saito 84 Radial 
engine for more than 50 flights. It is a beautiful model to fly and it looks 
and sounds amazing in the sky. I was fortunate enough to win the 
WW2 category in 2017 at the Warbirds over Awatoto with the stock 
model. So as a stock model it is certainly a beautiful and well sorted 
model. It is very robust. But I always had the plan of taking the plastic 
covering off and fiber glassing and painting the aircraft. 

Then one winter’s day in 2017 when our field at Highbrook in Auckland 
was nice and soggy, on landing, one of the wheels dug in and the plane 
ground looped and damaged the wingtips. This was the incentive I 
needed to start my recovering project. 

Approach
I wanted to use all water-based products to recover the FW-190. This 
includes using water based resins and paints. This is for health (fumes) 
reasons but also the environment. So this was going to be a bit of an 
experiment to see if it was possible and if it was going to be durable. I 
spoke to Gwyn Avenell from Avetek and he said to try a new product 
from the UK he has been distributing called Deluxe Eze-Kote. This is a 
water based type polyurethane specifically designed for modeling and 
fiberglass. It does not need mixing and comes ready to go. This 
product is used instead of polyester or epoxy to cover the fiberglass. It 
is also used to seal the balsa. It is very easy to use, and there are some 
videos that shows how to use it: https://youtu.be/yP05qv3QtUk or just 
search Deluxe Eze-Kote on Youtube.

For paints, I used regular Dulux water based household paints. For 
primer I used Dulux Acrylic Sealer Undercoat. 

Colours
Gwyn also helped me with choosing a paint scheme for my FW-190. I 
choose a captured butcherbird as the colour scheme. The RAF 
captured a number of FW-190 during the Second World War to learn a 

Fuselage fibreglassed and filled with putty

Tail feathers fibreglassed

Painting done, ready for graphics

FIBREGLASSING & PAINTING 
with water based products

Arjen Vissor
Highbrook Aero Modellers

Owner with captured butcher birds. Photo taken by Andy Dodson
(NPMAC Photos)
Owner with captured butcher birds. Photo taken by Andy Dodson
(NPMAC Photos)
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thing or two about them and why they were so successful. In order to fly 
them and not get shot down by their own troops, they painted them in 
RAF colours, with a yellow underneath. I thought this would make for 
an interesting and unusual colour scheme. 

Adam Butler helped me in matching the colours to the Tamiya colour 
pots. With these Tamiya colour pots, I went to a Dulux professional 
store to get them to mix up the colours. If you go to the Dulux shop 
between 10 am and 3pm, they are usually not busy and will help you 
mix the colours. I needed 3 colours and a test pot was more than 
enough. Each test pot is about $8 so for $24 I had my three colours.  
For the finish I used a water based flooring based polyurethane from 
Cabots. This was sprayed on. 

For the primer I mixed some micro balloons (you can also use talcum 
powder) into the primer paint to make it thicker and then used a 
paintbrush to brush it on. It does not matter that there are streaks as 
you are going to sand this off anyway. Make sure the primer is nice and 
hard before you start sanding. I would leave it for a week so it gets nice 
and hard. The harder the better. 

The process:
I peeled and striped off all of the plastic and gave everything a good 
sanding. The FW-190 is fully covered in balsa (except for elevator) and 
so the surface was ready for fibreglassing. The balsa has to be sealed 
and the Deluxe Eze-Kote can be used for this. Just brush it on with a 
brush. It dries very fast and then give it another light sand and it is 
ready for the fiberglass.

Cut out the ¼ ounce cloth about 1 inch bigger than the size of the area 
you are covering and then with a brush paint the Eze-Kote onto the 
fiberglass. Make sure you spread it out nice and evenly. You can paint 
out all the wrinkles with the brush. You can use a credit card to scrap off 
any excess. Once dried, then you can use sandpaper to trim away the 
excess cloth around the edges. Very easy to do. Check our the earlier 
listed Youtube video if you want to see how this is done. Very lightly 
sand and then apply a second cote of Eze-Kote with a brush. Lightly 
sand then apply a third and final coat of Eze-Kote. All in all I used 3 
coats. After it has dried sand with wet and dried sandpaper 300 grit. Do 
not sand too much as it is easy to sand through the to the balsa. Be 
very careful. This is not like epoxy resin which goes extremely hard 
and difficult to sand. This is very easy to sand and will not need a lot of 
sanding. You will find that the fiberglass will still need filling. This is 
where the Dulux primer paint mixed with micro balloons comes in. 
Make a nice think consistency, like yoghurt and paint it on with a brush. 
Don’t worry about any paint brush streaks. You will sand all that out. It 
is important that you leave it to dry properly (I suggest a week) so that 
the primer paint is nice and hard before sanding. Then sand and 
smooth with sand paper and wet and dry to a smooth finish for spray 
painting. At this stage you will see some imperfections and they can be 
filled by using putty. I used an automotive putty called Pro form Glazing 
and Spot putty. This is not the lightest putty, but it dries fast and is not 
brittle. You can use it for relatively large areas. 

Now it is time for spraying. I am new to spraying paints so Stewart 
Irvine, who flies the beautiful jets, gave me some very good advice. He 
mixes the paint with 50% EasyFlow and 50% Bar’s Bugs Windscreen 
Cleaner until it is a watery consistency. I wanted a weather look and so 
the spraying took some time as I am new to all of this. I used the 
Toolshed spray gun touch-up gravity feed hvlp. This has a nozzle size 
of 1mm. 

After painting I added the graphics. The graphics can be ordered from 
Callie Graphics in the US. This is another tip from Steward Irvine. Just 
send her the photos and the scale and she does all the rest including 
matching the colours. The graphics are outstanding and does not 
include any transparent parts like some of the cheaper graphics use. I 
paid US$37 total including shipping. Her website is www.callie-
graphics.com.

For finish, I used a water based polyurethane for wooden floors. This is 
a one pot finish and I sprayed it on. I used Cabot's Cabothane Clear 
Matt Water Based Polyurethane.

I forgot to weigh my model before I did this work, so I do not know how 
much weight I added. But I can say that I have not noticed any real 
difference between flying before and after. 

Top Flite are now selling some of their giant warbird kits as Ready To 
Cover (RTC) which comes without the plastic covering. I particularly 
like the look of the Hellcat, so who knows what the future holds. 
Contact Steve Wilson at Firebrand if you are interested in one of these. 

I am very glad that I have done this. I am very pleased with the results. 
No more plastic covering to deal with that goes all wrinkly in the sun. 
Because I have covered the model myself (but still an ARF) I can 
compete in the new scale competition class F4H.

The paint scheme is very unique and I enjoy the bewildered look from 
people who recognize the British Air force colours but then get 
confused because it is on a German war plane.

Summary
This is a durable and safe way to recover your ARF in fiberglass. No 
nasty smells and fumes. It was an experiment, but it has proven 
successful so I am doing it on my current project as well. This is a 
Frisch Wilga ¼ scale model. The body is fiberglass but the wings and 
tailfeathers are all balsa which I will fiberglass using the same method 
as described here. Thanks to Avetek for offering Ezi-Kote to the NZ 
market. 

Summary of materials:
Delux Eze-Kote from aveteknz.com
Topflite FW-190 from firebrandaerorc.co.nz
Saito Radial from firebrandaerorc.co.nz
Floetrol Acrylic Paint conditioner from Bunnings
Cabot's Cabothane Clear Matt Water Based Polyurethane from 
Bunnings
Bar’s Bugs Windscreen Cleaner from any auto shop or garage
Pro form Glazing and Spot putty from wyatt.co.nz
¼ ounce fiberglass cloth from hobby shop
Dulux water based paint wash&wear low sheen
Dulux acrylic sealer undercoat
Toolshed spray gun touch-up gravity feed hvlp. Code TSAHV2
Graphics from www.callie-graphics.com

FW-190 In action. Photo taken by Andy Dodson (NPMAC Photos)

Making the graphics look weathered
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Visitors to the Clareville Nats in 2018 will surely have noticed the large partly built 
vintage model that was for sale and languishing in the upstairs control room. I gazed 
at the model over the Nats and kept trying to convince myself that I really didn't need 
it, but on the last day Jonathon Shorer put on his salesman hat and my lowball offer 
of $35 was accepted. Fortunately the whole thing including the 8ft, one piece wing 
just squeezed in my car, together with my other Nats models for the trip home. 

It turned out to be a 1937 USA design by Joe Raspante called Snow White. The 
design featured an 8ft  span, highly under cambered elliptical wing, a really shapely 
balsa planked fuselage and engine cowl, an equally shapely empennage and a fully 
faired undercarriage complete with vintage type spats. In its day it won a number of 
the beauty and flying contests that were held in those days.

The model came to be at the Nats because it was in the estate of John Selby, who in 
turn had obtained it from the estate of Ivan Treen. I think Ivan may have been the 
original builder because his name was on the envelope of plans (that were with the 
model) when they were posted from the Sates in 1998 for the sum of $25 by the USA 
Model Builder magazine plan shop. 
 
Once I got home, my intention was to finish it slowly, as time and other models 
allowed. An internet search found some pics and comments from people who had 
built one to the Model Builder plans. The pictures really did show off the beauty of the 
art deco lines and design, and convinced me that instead of leaving it on my top shelf 
to become one of MY estate sales, I really should finish it, and get it flying.

The internet also threw up an interesting explanation of how the plans came into 
existence. During the 1970's there had developed a dispute in the USA over who 
had created the original model, so in August 1982 the USA Model Builder magazine 
published an article entitled "The Real Snow White". The article author had tracked 
down and spent days with Joe Raspante (who had long since given up modeling) to 
establish the facts in the design. Joe told the build story, and after saying that no 
permanent plans had ever been made, the original model was given to the author by 
Joe, who was letting it rot in his attic. 

Model Builder was determined to create a permanent record of the model and the 
author did this by using acetone or similar, to dissolve ALL the balsa cement joints 
thus separating the parts. He then drew the structure and separately detailed the 
pieces. This took five years! The "Real" part of the article title came about because 
some other person who had helped Joe in the original construction was selling 
smaller size kits of the design and claiming they were his own work. The American 
modeling community was of course incensed by this, hence the article which put the 
history right, and confirmed Joe as the original designer.

The article provided some useful information to help me finish the model, in 
particular advice on CG location and engine sizing.

When I bought it, I thought it would be the perfect plane to use my 0.6cu.in Ohlsson 
and Rice Sparkie that I had bought in moment of madness at a TMAC auction 4 
years prior. Unfortunately the article showed that Joe Raspante had started with a 
0.6cuin engine and found that a 0.9cu.in was needed for reasonable flight 
performance.  Not surprising, when one considers the draggy airfoil section, the 
large faired undercarriage and the enormous cross-sectional area of the fuselage. 

I decided that a modern, second hand 0.8cu.in four stroke would be about right and 
set about getting a used one. This proved impractical, no one in the USA would ship 

As found at the 2018 Nats. Note the strange offset engine 
mounts. Couldn't work out the logic in those. The awful 
covering doesn't luck too bad in this shot!

Re-worked engine mounts mark 1, with shiny new Saito. Note 
the plug in U/C.

Re-worked engine mounts, mark2, after the first attempt the 
balance the model. Remote glow connector needs relocating 
to the non muffler side!

SNOW WHITESNOW WHITE
20 years in the making20 years in the making
SNOW WHITE
20 years in the making
David Thornley
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one to NZ and there were no second hand ones available locally. Fortunately a local 
vendor had a new Saito FA82 in stock at a very reasonable price so I jumped at that.  
Now I had a $35 model with an engine worth many hundreds of dollars, however the 
purchase did allow me to get ahead and rework the very strange offset engine 
mounting that had been built in the model, also make a fibreglass cowl using the lost 
foam method. 

The model was strange in that the fuselage was nicely made and planked, the 
wings although far from perfect were reasonably made and fair, but the empennage 
was a real mess. It was almost as if the original builder had started with the 
fuselage, built the wings and then either lost patience or threw the tail feathers 
together in a desperate attempt to finish it (maybe before he died!)

I decided to first fix the tailplane unit first which is rubber banded to the fuselage in 
typical vintage fashion. The existing silk covering was stripped off and the whole 
thing sanded and built up as needed to give a reasonably fair set of surfaces. The 
two piece elevators and two piece rudders (one above and one below) were then 
properly hinged and linked to give a good working assembly. I also braced the 
bottom rudder post to prevent it being accidentally snapped off when the assembly 
was separate from the fuselage.  This alone took three months of intense work.

Attention then turned to the wings. These had also been silked and doped and whist 
being far from fair I decided that they didn't warrant a complete strip down so I 
cleaned them up and sealed the ragged edges ready for painting. With hindsight, I 
should have paid more attention to them.

The original fuselage had a number of hatches to access the engine ignition and 
batteries. With compact modern RC gear, I only needed one hatch, so a shaped 
foam plug with glass fibre facing was made for the fuselage bottom and the other 
hatches planked over.  The tailplane mounting was then altered to be properly 
functional and after filling and fairing the planking, a reasonable surface was ready 
for painting. 

The original wire, plug in U/C was then reworked and corrected so that the model 
stood properly on some nice 4ins balloon tire wheels donated by friend. There was 
no way to secure each side of the plug in U/C to prevent them coming away from 
fuselage and nothing shown on the plans. A way of securing the two sides had to be 
devised. This was eventually achieved by making wire loops that were connected to 
the inside of each U/C leg. A  cord tie (Not visible with the model rigged) then links 
each opposite loop and after pulling tight it also holds the bottom hatch in place. 

Plans and pictures of finished Snow White models show that the whole thing is set 
off by the attractive U/C fairing and wheel spats. Although these do nothing to 
improve the flying performance they simply had to be included if the model was to 
look properly finished. They were therefore carved in PS foam, covered in 
glassfibre and then the foam dissolved out in the typical way for lost foam 
construction. The loose one piece U.C fairing around the wire legs was then 
secured by jamming some foam rubber between the wire and the glassfibre fairing.  
In this way the legs could flex inside the fairing. Not very vintage, but it works, and 
probably better than the 1937 solid carved balsa design.

Normally I lose patience when painting a model and just slap on enamel with a 
brush. For the Snow White I decided that maybe a bit more effort was warranted, 
and so I invested in a $35 spray gun from Super Cheap. To ensure that the paint on 
the wing surfaces was flexible I decided to use water based material. Resene high 
build primer was therefore brush applied and this sanded down to a reasonably 
smooth surface for a sprayed enamel finish coat. The great thing with this system 
was that the doped silk wing covering tightened nicely as the primer dried. The 
overall finish came out much better than any of my previous modeling efforts. The 
empendage was covered in white shrink film.

All the radio gear was installed and the model balanced. In 1937 it seems that the 
way model CG's were set up was to slide the wing back and forwards on the 
fuselage top rails until the best location was determined, then fix the dowels and 
rubber band them on.  I tried this and discovered that the model CG was about 
35mm too far back. This was obviously due to the much lighter modern engine and 
no ignition accessories. All the radio gear was then re-located forward but there was 
no way that I could get a reasonable balance and I certainly wasn't going to load her 
with lead.

There was nothing that could be done apart from going right back and re-working 
the engine mount  again to give a 35mm increase in nose moment. The battery was 
also mounted in the engine extension box and a second cowl made and finished. 
Another two months work, but after this the model did balance properly and it was 
finally made ready for the maiden flight.

Anyone who flies "proper" vintage models will know that the wings and tail are 
usually rubber banded on. The traditional way is to use rings of car or truck inner 

Anyone want a short cowl? Not now needed.

Tail assembly before covering. The two part fin AND 
elevators gave some build tribulations.

These balsa models make for a messy workshop.

Underside hatch, I'll Bet Joe never used glass fibre and EPS.

Undercarriage foam blanks before fibreglassing
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tube. These are becoming increasingly scarce and having seen a 
couple of club models lose wings in mid flight due to standard rubber 
bands letting go, I decided something better and more stylish was 
needed for the 15inch wing chord of Snow White. 6mm dia white shock 
cord formed into a loop, the ends overlapped, then stitched and bound 
with white thread and finally sealed with CA produced an elastic band 
that has 30plus individual strands and a nice protective woven cover.

The model graphics loosely followed the original Raspante ones 
with a friend creating some nice lettering from the internet and 
printing on water transfer film.

The maiden flight was successful except that the model 
would barely turn right and was a real handful to fly, not at all 
the relaxed flying that I had hoped for. It seemed very touchy 
in the roll but would not turn easily and suddenly dropped a 
wing when the rudder was pushed over to force the turn. In 
short she was a dog to fly.

A knowledgeable club member who was able to calmly watch 
the model whilst I was struggling to fly it commented that it 
was flying sideways as it went down the strip. Careful 
examination on the ground showed that something was 

definitely amiss with the wing alignment.  Attempts to mitigate the fault 
with TE wash in wedges (on the washed out wing) and tip weights etc 
proved totally unsuccessful and after nearly writing her off during a 
cross wind landing I decided she had to be properly dealt to. 

 I eventually made a heavy and rigid holding fixture for the wing centre 
so that it could be mounted upside down.  Then using a digital level I 
measured each half and discovered that one wing had wash in and the 
other the same amount of twist, but washed out. No wonder she was 
tricky to fly!  To fix the problem, I stripped the underside covering off the 
washed in wing, saturated the structure with water, then twisted it back 
using weights and a moment arm to produce wash out that matched 
the other side and left it to dry. The tip needed removal of its balsa 
sheeting and a repeat of the process. After re-bonding a few loosened 
joints and improving the fairness of the rib surfaces the wing 
incidences at least matched the other side. Additional vertical web 
pieces were also added to the spar and the LE sheeting (which 
strangely does not reach back to the spar) to form proper torsion boxes 
and thus lock in the new twist. 

The covering was then reinstated with Solartex and painted to match 
the other wing half. All this happened a week before the NI vintage 
meeting at Kapiti. I took the model down and flew her again and 
success! She flew as I had hoped for and although nowhere near as 

relaxing to fly and turn as a competition vintage model, at least it was 
enjoyable.

Once in the air, the throttle is only about 25% open to cruise around 
and she must be kept moving or she will still tend to tip stall. I doubt that 
she will thermal, but she does look good in the air and on the ground. 

Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder, I reckon it's the most beautiful 
flying machine I have ever seen and definitely worth the effort 
expended.

Model Builder 
front cover.
Those were the 
days!

Finished and ready to fly
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To follow on from the Wings over Wairarapa report elsewhere in 
the magazine. I thought it may be of some interest as to how one 
acquires a Rolls Royce jet engine and the simple answer is….

During one of my senior moments I decided it would be a “shits n 
giggles” exercise to obtain a jet engine (full size) to have as a “man 
cave” item and relive a bit of past life experience.       

I have been on the lookout for some years for a RR Viper 535 engine 
used in the BAC 167 Strikemaster because of time spent overhauling 
them during my RNZAF career. As these engines are still in service 
flying civilian restored aircraft the availability is limited, with owners 
choosing to keep spare engines even time expired ones for spares.

Late 2015 I finally gave up on the 535 thinking it just wasn’t going to 
happen so instead settled on a little Tierney TT-10 APU (auxiliary 
power unit) http://jetpropulsion.co.uk/jet-engine-projects/tiernay-tt10-
turbine-engine sourced after a few months searching on EBay. The 
APU was extremely low hours and came out of Phoenix AZ having 
been used for starting UH-1’s / UH60’s plus a range of other USAF 
aircraft.
  
Then “murphy” struck…whilst the APU was on a slow boat from Long 
Beach LA I got a text from a well-known Christchurch jet modeller 
telling me a Viper 601 3800LB thrust (uprated 535)  had been removed 
from an ex Reno raced L29 now based in Wanaka and was sitting on its 
nose in a hanger corner up for grabs….buggar!  

Oh well only one thing for it, do a deal with the Aussy owner, buy it sight 
unseen, drive to Wanaka with a trailer and pick it up all within the 
week…to easy! 

And that’s exactly what Tarquin, Joyce and I did back in late Feb 2016! 
Being a considerate father-in-law I thought it would be nice to show 
Tarqy the West Coast on the way home so came via Haast Pass…well 
that was a waste of time as Tarq had his head stuck in the Rolls Royce 
engine manuals all the way to Blenheim!

Viper....
yes, but why?

Rene Redmond

The Tierney APU below 
rated at 150HP drives a 
generator to produce 
28v DC @ 350 amps 
u s e d  f o r  s t a r t i n g 
aircraft engines and 
p r o v i d i n g  g r o u n d 
power during main 
engine 

Taking a break from engine loading Brassed up with the “full 9 yards”! 
For real!

        
 As an aside Reno organisers decided in 2011 that the L29 & L39 raced 
at Reno went too fast (really) so banned Viper jet power participation. 
The now Wanaka based L29 that was home to my engine has since 
been fitted with a de-rated Viper 522, the 601 was considered 
overpowered as it was to be used for tourist flights around the region. 
Sadly CAA regulations has not permitted this and the aircraft has been 
mothballed!

As background the RR Viper series engine was originally designed for 
the Australian Jindivik target drone in the 50’s. It went on to have a long 
service career in aircraft such as Jet Provost, Strikemaster, Aermacchi 
339/326 amongst others and the very successful Hawker Siddley 
HS125 passenger aircraft which is where my engine originated from 
starting life in March 1973.

The L29 owner did tell me that rumour has it my engine came off the 
port side of a HS125 owned by the notorious Panamanian dictator 
General Noriega…but that’s a whole nuther story…      

The British Aerospace 125 is a twin-engine mid-size corporate jet. 
Originally developed by de Havilland and initially designated as the DH125 
Jet Dragon, it entered production as the Hawker Siddeley HS.125 and was 
known in the RAF as the Dominie. Powered by two rear mounted RR Viper 
power plants.

We knew the engine had some minor compressor blade damage (main 
reason for removal from L29) missing starter and Ignition units but 
apart from that complete… in running order, well almost!  A couple of ex 
Harrier jump jet ignitor units were tracked down from Everett Aero a UK 
based aircraft wrecker’s yard and a starter/generator was also sourced 
from the same place. Some broken NGV segments were found when 
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we inspected the hot end but after a bit of research and a few emails a 
very kind engine overhaul shop in Indiana USA sent me 6 serviceable 
replacements…for the price of postage! .. How good is that!
                     

Once home with our new toy an ex air force mate welded up a nice 
stand we designed and Tarq machined up some mounting trunnions to 
allow securing to the stand. We made everything robust because we 
plan getting her running to Idle Only…well maybe a touch more. It was 
about this time we realised this APU still in transit was actually going to 
come in very useful starting the Viper so not a wasted exercise after all!

Top case removed 
g i v i n g  a c c e s s  t o 
compressor rotor for 
minor blade repair 
done with fine Riffler 
files.

1st Stage turbine wheel exposed 
ndafter removing 2  stage wheel and 

NGV's (Nozzle guide vanes) for 
repair.  

To spare those that have glazed over by now the story with pictures 
continues on the following forum for those interested in the techy side 
and seeing more of the “guts” of a multi stage axial flow gas turbine 
engine.http://jetandturbineowners.proboards.com/thread/828/l29-
reno-raced-viper-601

Ta r q  fi t t i n g  f u e l 
sys tem b lank ing 
plugs.     

To p  c o m p r e s s o r 
case half showing 
stator assy

Completed engine with Wren 44 alongside. The 601 rotates max speed 
13,760 RPM and the Wren 44 does 195,000, guess which is loudest…
  

Tarquin explains gas turbine theory 101 to Laurie Gudsall owner of the 
Allison V12 in the background...

Houston………..we have a start!

Never short of a crowd when we run the beast!

The end result after 18 months of rebuild is a running RR Viper engine 
that is now attracting a range of interest from air show promoters to 
vintage car clubs! A fitting tribute to a fine piece of Rolls Royce 
engineering and history.

Was it all worth it? Hell yes, would we do it again? Hell no…or possibly 
maybe.

PS: we recently rolled out the door another Viper this time a 540 series 
in now running condition for a Nelson based owner…guess we couldn’t 
resist!
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ARFS
YD  TA OE  R F LT YS  O KIM TL SA

What’s the best way to go?

Steve Wilson
FirebrandAeroRC

                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Introduction
Some traditional builders may knock Almost Ready to Fly models 
(ARF’s) but the reality is ARF’s make up the vast majority of new 
models sold these days and have enabled a huge number of 
people who otherwise might not have become involved in RC 
aircraft with the ability to participate.

ARF’s come in all sizes from 40 size trainers to 100cc plus scale 
models. 
 
There are literally hundreds of ARF’s to choose from by the larger 
manufacturers like Topflite, Seagull, VQ, Great Planes, Hangar 9, 
Blackhorse & Phoenix, and several more from small niche players 
such as Legacy Aviation, Sebart, Premier Aircraft & TopModel.
Brands & Manufacturers

Most ARF’s are produced in China or Vietnam using traditional 
construction techniques and film covering. The same factory that 
produce models for Seagull (Vietnam), may also produce ARF’s for 
Graupner (German) and Hangar 9 (USA) but it is a mistake to 
conclude the end product is therefore the same. 
 
Most ARF’s are well finished in Monokote, Oracover or Ultracote and 
even the lower cost models look pretty good, indeed its not hard to see 
why some people may conclude they are all the same. But it’s what we 
can’t see or may have limited appreciation of, that we need to consider.

I don’t have any official stats but I think it’s fair to say low cost brands 
such as Seagull have dominated ARF sales both globally and in NZ 
over the last few years.  Well respected brands that many of us grew 
up with and still rate highly have really struggled as buyers flock to 
lower price point options. One only has to look at the number of 
discontinued models by Hangar 9, Topflite & Great Planes and the 
permanent closure of a number of other manufacturers such as 
Aeroworks to see the pressure these brands have been under.
  

The “Price” Verses “Quality” Trade Off
The obvious question is, are the more expensive brands worth the 
premium price? The answer of course depends on one’s perspective, 
available budget and definition of value. I use the term “quality” at 
Firebrand often, but what does quality actually mean when talking 
about ARF’s? 
For me quality means:
1. The ARF assembles easily. Bits fit as they should and the build is 

free of frustration;

Blackhorse Models are producing some excellent mid-
price point ARF’s. Pictured is a friend and customers 
pride & joy, his Blackhorse 30/40cc Chipmunk. Note the 
addition of Unilights & custom SAAF markings which 
really set it off

TopModel™ specialise in 
power gilders and are 
some of the best quality 
ARF’s we have seen. The 
TM Sport is $695 & the 
Malabu $795

The Topflite 60 Corsair, AT6 Harvard & P47 have all recently been 
discontinued. FirebrandAeroRC secured several of each before it was to 
late but is now down to one or two of each left in stock then that’s that. 
Real shame! 
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2. The ARF flies really well & has impeccable manners in the air, 
thereby helping me look remotely competent;

3. The ARF is robust. The structural design and material used can 
handle my frequent less than perfect landings;

4. The ARF is durable. I spend a lot of time trying to do a good job 
finishing my models, and use good motors, electronics & 
accessories. I therefore want a model that still looks good when it 
is well past new.

This means I personally favour the more expensive brands because 
they tend to meet my quality expectations and therefore represent 
value to me. Price is of course a factor, but it doesn’t sit ahead of 
quality, indeed it is a secondary consideration.
 
Seagull’s Stuka, Lysander and Mosquito are all models Firebrand has 
chosen to stock in the past because they are unique, and represent a 
lot of model for the money.

The trade-off is owners of these lower cost models have to accept that 
catching a wing tip on take-off or a poorly timed flare on landing may 
end in structural damage, whereas the owner of a more durable ARF 
may get away with a similar case of “dumb thumbs”. 

Increasing Durability of Lower Price Point ARF’s
While FirebrandAeroRC stocks primarily the more expensive brands 
like Topflite, Great Planes, Hangar 9, Blackhorse, Legacy Aviation, 
Premier Aircraft etc. the reality is the bigger market is lower price point 
options such as Seagull, VQ, Phoenix & “unbranded” models by the 
likes of Hobby King.

If going with one of the lower price point ARF’s there are a few things 
you may like to consider/watch for and try to rectify if practical: 

Undercarriage Bearers. 
When a model touches down hard or with excessive speed (and a 
resulting bounce!) the tyres, undercarriage & airframe have to absorb 
and dissipate a lot of excess energy. 

Make sure the model you are considering has been designed and built 
so that landing loads are spread & absorbed across the airframe or 
wing structure. This becomes increasingly important as a model’s 
relative size/weight increases. If you’re unsure ask a good traditional 
builder for comment and advice;

Fixed Undercarriages. 
Watch out for low-grade alloys. Thickness and grade (and therefore 
strength) are not the same. Again, this is really important as a models’ 
size/weight increases. Low grade alloy will bend, fatigue, break, shear 
more easily and the risk of resulting secondary damage is always very 
real;

Retracting Undercarriages. 
There is no way to sugar coat this – cheap retracts of the type you find 
included in a lower price point ARF are likely to disappoint. When a 
60/120 size Warbird complete with retracts is priced at about the price 
of a set of 60/120 size EFlite or Robart alone one has to ask the 
question why. If buying a warbird that comes with retracts budget on 
upgrading them sooner rather than later; 

Firewalls. 
Firewalls letting go over time are not uncommon in some ARF’s, 
particularly cheaper models. Check the quality of the woods, glue 
joints etc. Strengthening in this area may be warranted even if it’s as 
simple as the addition of triangle stock to the firewall joints or adding 
doublers. However, be aware it is hard to deal with poor underlying 
structural design, or poor quality materials. Strengthening a firewall 
with triangle stock may be better than doing nothing, but in isolation will 
likely only lead to stress, compression or vibration damage at the next 
weakest point in the structure;
 
Engine Mounts. The writer is an advocate of using quality isolation 
mounts and balanced propellers to minimise vibration. Most of us 
expect our car engine to be isolated from the chassis - why not our 
delicate models?! If selecting a lower price point ARF in particular, it 
may be a good idea to use a quality Dubro Vibration Isolation Mount or 
Richter Stand Off Isolation Bushes to reduce vibration and possible 
resulting damage over time;

Premier Aircrafts Mamba 70 is 
amazing. At about $2200 its 
not going to be for everyone, 
but it is without doubt a 
p r e m i u m  q u a l i t y  A R F. 
Stunning, and in the hands of 
a capable pilot is a serious 3D 
model. However, that does 
not mean that some lower 
price point models are not 
great “bang for bucks”.

Seagulls 80” Mosquito. Only about $750 which is quite extraordinary. 
Anyone who has built a Mosquito from plans will appreciate this fully! 

The retract bearers on the Topflite Giant Warbirds are incredibly strong. 
These models are examples of superior structural design - robust & 
durable

Above: If mid-size warbirds are your thing, I recommend EFlite. They are 
reliable, strong and available in standard & rotating configurations. 

Below: Big models need serious gear. The Topflite 50cc Spitfire retracts 
by Robart are an example.
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Glue joints (ribs, formers, stringers, sheeting etc). 
It can be very difficult to see or get to many areas in an ARF (inside a 
wing for example) but checking joints you can see is always a good 
move.  An extra bead of thin or medium CA in critical areas won’t add 
too much weight and can really pay benefits. Pay extra attention to 
servos mounting trays, formers, ribs etc; 

Hardware. 
You can’t expect great hardware with low price point ARF’s, but a visit 
to your local hobby store for a quality Dubro or Sullivan tank, better 
clevis’s etc will set you back only a few dollars but give peace of mind. 
The bottom line is it’s not easy to transform a low cost ARF into a 
premium ARF product, but if price is a big part of the decision-making 
process adding a bit more wood, glue and fibreglass in critical areas 
may give you a more durable model. 

One point of caution. While adding a little weight in the form of 
strengthening is fine don’t get carried away. Suffice to say if your 10 lb 
models main spar could usually handle say 3G’s out of the box, and 
you turn it into a 15 lbs model a 3G manoeuvre may well provide 
onlookers with something to talk about!

Legacy Aviation (Extreme Flight) EP Models are of the highest quality. 
Firebrand stocks the Bushmaster 84, Turbo Duster 44 & 65 & the stunning 
Muscle Coupe. Firebrand tested the little 44” Duster pictured. What an 
amazing little model

Graupner is not well know here but this German brand builds a small 
number of quality mid to giant scale ARF’s. Pictured is the BO209. 
Firebrand is currently building one fitted with a DLE 40 Twin as a demo. 
The writer can highly recommend the Graupner BO209, Robin & Starlet

Note the weight of the firewall, the triangle stock bracing and the 
interlocking boxed structure of formers, doublers and platforms that 
spreads load from the firewall to beyond the main spar on the Graupner 
Bo209

                     

Summary
I’ve drafted this article based on my personal experiences. 
FirebrandAeroRC has imported, inspected and distributed 
literally hundreds of ARF’s throughout NZ in recent years and 
therefore received a lot of useful feedback from customers.

Having built and flown low, mid and high price point ARF’s over 
the years I have come to the conclusion that for those of us 
fortunate enough to have the budget, the extra spend required for 
a better quality ARF is very good value.  

As those who know me will attest, my skill on the sticks is pretty 
average so robust & durable ARF’s are what I need!

It should be no great surprise therefore that my recommendation 
to customers is always to first decide a budget they are 
comfortable with, decide what sort of model suits their mission 
(i.e. Warbird, Aerobatic, Civilian etc), then to go for the most 
durable model they can find within budget.

If a cheaper brand ARF looks like the go, then hopefully there is a 
point or two in this article that will help you get the best out of your 
investment.

Happy flying!
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Wednesday the 20th of February
Today, Lesleigh and I travelled from Upper Hutt over to Masterton over 
to Hood aerodrome. I’d been to the field five times in the previous few 
weeks for planning meetings but now it was all going to get real. We 
arrived at the venue and checked in to our site for the event. Dropped 
off the caravan and truck then headed straight over to Palmerston 
North with the Ute to Rene Redmond’s house on the other side of the 
Tararuas to pick up his full size running Viper jet engine on its purpose 
built stand.  This Jet engine was formerly situated in a Strike Master 
Jet.  From the time that I arrived back with it and unloaded it on our site 
to the time that I took it back on Sunday, it was the focus of attention. 
Every time that we fired it up, we had a crowd 6 deep around the 
display while they had their ear drums assaulted. To say it was loud is 
an understatement. Most people only ever get to see and hear a jet 
engine running from inside an airliner so to see one naked and running 
on a test stand is a unique experience.

We spent the rest of Wednesday running around picking up display 
gear and sorting out the site. We had been allocated a key position 
close to the main pedestrian entrance, backed by a paddock 100 
meters square for flight demonstrations. However, it was thigh high 
grass with an enormous wood pile in the centre, not the ideal flying strip 
for control line and discus glider at first glance. There was plenty of 
work still to do.

Thursday the 21st of February
Up at 6.00am and off to pick up the ride on mower from the hire centre 
and the display tables. Spent the next 7 hours on the mower mowing 
our demo paddock which was an acre of grass that hadn't been mown 
for about 4 years. It was so long we had to get a hay baler and mower in 
ahead of time. Temperature had risen to 30 degrees C and climbing. 
Jonathan Shorer arrived after lunch with the trailer full of simulators, 
fencing and other items we were going to need. He had been to the 
Aviation Federation meeting at Wellington Airport in the morning so 
arrived looking “office ready” but we soon fixed that. We proceeded to 
put up 6 large gazebos over the length of our display area which 
covered a distance of 75mtrs long x 15 mtrs deep we were parallel and 
directly adjacent to the main runway viewing area.

At around 6.00pm Peter Brown and Ryan Groves both arrived with 
their trailers full of helis, jets, and power planes. They parked their 
trailers for a 6.30am start on Friday. Kevin Botherway also arrived and 
helped with more of the set up. Next to arrive was Matt Jones from 
Levin to do a practice night flight with the electric heli later in the 
evening.  At 8.00pm we had a meeting with Wings general manager 
and promo officer to discuss the night flying demo by Matt which was 
scheduled for the main event on the Saturday night. At 9.00pm Matt 
Jones, Peter Brown and myself went onto the main runway and Matt 
flew the heli for about 15 minutes in the dark to familiarise himself with 
the airfield and the display flight layout. Into bed at about 11.00pm. 

Friday the 22nd February
Up at 5.00am to begin assembling scale helicopters for the display 
area and by 7.00am the whole crew had arrived. Kevin Botherway, 
Peter Glassey, Gavin Rhodes, Matt Jones, Scott Spooner, Chris 
Jackson, Peter and Carol Brown, Ryan Groves, Rene Redmond, 
Tarquin, his son in law and Sarah his daughter and Jonathan Shorer. 
Two hours later we had a display which had to be seen to be believed. 
We had 3 large scale jets and a large scale powered biplane and 
courtesy of Ryan Groves and Peter Brown as well as Peter’s latest toy, 
his Wessex large scale helicopter. 

Next to that we had Scott Spooner and Chris Jackson. Scott had 
brought his own huge hexacopter which he designed and flew for 
Aeronavics. Also, he had the latest drone he has designed and built for 
them along with some very expensive other toys his boss kindly let him 
bring and display. Chris Jackson brought a heap of FPV googles drone 
trainers and a racing drone to demonstrate and display.  Next to that 
we had Jonathan Shorers display of hand built treasures and his trailer 

Daily Diary of
MFNZ President Len Drabble

full of simulators. We also had promo gear for MFNZ, a pile of flyers 
supplied by the Masterton club and a box of a thousand CAA Fly Safe 
leaflets to hand out over the next 3 days .

Next to that were my large scale NH90 Electric Heli and my Large 
Scale Augusta Westland CH101 Super Copter.  Also on display was 
Gavin Rhodes’ electric Sab Goblin 700. 

Next in the line was Rene Redmond’s full size Viper jet engine on its 
specially built stand which fires up and runs at idle. This thing is a beast 
and it was a crowd favourite all weekend.  In fact, every time it started 
we had up to 100 people jammed in around it. All I had to do was 
announce we were about to run it and the hordes ran to get a spot.
Directly behind this we had a 1 acre paddock courtesy of the owner 
Paul Buchanan who owns a glider repair and restoration business on 
Hood Aerodrome. He lives in the house adjacent, so we basically flew 
in his back yard. In here we had our demonstration area with Kevin 
Botherway and Peter Glassey demonstrating DLG hand launch 
gliders. So in all we had 7 individual sites. This was all to participate in 

Young potential aviators trying out the Simulators. Whilst 
staring at the screens, a battle was raging overhead 
between World War One aircraft. One of the youths glanced 
skywards and said "boring"!  
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an education into schools program (STEM) that the Wings Over 
Wairarapa Trust runs to try and encourage children into aviation as a 
career.

Now the hard part. At 9.30am 4,600 school children from just about 
every school in the Wairarapa turned up and we had 100 at a time 
which we split in to 7 groups 1 group on each stand for a 10min 
presentation on each of the stands. Carol Brown kept the timer and 
every 10 minutes we rotated them through to a new station until they 
had completed each of our sites. This went on for 5 hours and you have 
never seen a group of adults so glad to see them all going back out at 
about 2.30pm. To say all our staff were buggered would be an 
understatement.

It was the most amazing experience.  As the day went on, the program 
evolved into the schools being able to visit the stands of their choice. 
We were swamped the little dears were 12 deep, complete with sticky 
fingers and questions. We had so much great feedback from the 
teachers and parents about our site and the quality of the information 
compared to all the other exhibitors, and there were over a hundred of 
them. I was immensely proud of our members who threw themselves 
into the task and all of them knocked it out of the park. When you get an 
opportunity, you should take them time to congratulate them on 
presenting your area of our hobby. We may not get a rush of young 
people signing up for the Association but we planted lots of seeds and 
hopefully, at some time in the future, some of the work will bear fruit.  At 
9.00pm we had another night fly practise for Matt Jones with his 
electric heli and again in bed by 11.00pm.

Saturday the 23rd of February
Up at 6.00am to start cooking breakfast for 26 people as we now had 
Dave Thornley’s crew from control line arriving, 6 of them in total. They 
were Dave himself, Phil Eldridge, Owen Rodgers, Bryce Gibson, 
Andrew Hoskings and Rob Morgan.

The gates opened at 8.00am and this year there were no scheduled 
flight operations until 2.00pm so we had 25,000 odd people roaming 
free and boy did we put on a show for them. We had rotating display 
every 15 minutes: Heli aerobatic Demos, Control line demos, DLG 
hand launch demos, Rene Redmond’s Viper jet engine running, Peter 
Brown and Ryan Groves starting up their jet turbines, Chris Jackson 
and Scott Spooner racing FPV drones.

WE STOLE THE SHOW UNTIL 2.30 PM. UNDISPUTED. 
The crowds along our fence line viewing area which was 50 mtrs long 
and around our engine start displays and simulators was staggering. 
We had over 300 people at times engaged in all the above activities. I 
stayed on the PA system the whole time and we dragged them in and 
held them.  I had lost my voice by 3.00pm. We gave the hobby a very 
high, interactive profile. Very few other displays offered things working 
and the ability to see and touch.  Later, I had reports from the Wings 
management that they have had so much positive feedback from the 
general public and the schools and teachers from Friday that we have 
been invited to be involved in their continuation of aviation pathways 
into schools. 

At 3.00pm, the air show started and we started to wind down a bit as 
the weather started to look threatening.  We broke down the displays 
just in case and about 30 minutes after we secured everything, a 
southerly rain squall ripped through the show lasting about 30 minutes. 
This saw some of the crowd depart before the night show started. At 
9.00pm we supplied the lead in act for the pyrotechnic glider night 
display from the UK with Matt Jones from Levin club doing a 6 minute 
night flying routine with a TREX800 Electric helicopter in front of the 
main crowd on the runway flight line it looked spectacular and was a 
first for an air show in New Zealand. 

Straight after we landed, the GROB gliders did an incredible aerobatic 
display shooting fireworks and rockets from special pods on their wing 
tips. The show finished with about a $200,000 worth of fireworks 
display.

Sunday the 24th
Another 6.00am start. The rain had set in as well as southerly gales. All 
the team turned up for breakfast just in case they decided to go ahead 
with the Sunday programme. At 8.00am the board of directors called 
the Sunday off and the rest of the show was cancelled. We spent some 
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Top to bottom:
MFNZ Representitive’s.
Len Drabble briefing the MFNZ reps.
Jet engine display.
Schools starting to assemble.
One of the six static points we had for presentations. 
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time re arranging the hasty pack of the previous day into a full tidy up 
and pack ready for the various trips home and the team went their 
separate ways. As they left, the heavens opened and heavy rain fell for 
most of the day.

Lesleigh and I spent the day making sure the motor home didn’t get 
blown down the runway as well as taking Rene’s Jet back to its’ home. 
We were invited by the organizers to attend a dinner for the all the staff 
and volunteers at 5.00pm we sat down with the general manager, the 
operations manager as well as the corporate manager and her 
husband the Minister of Defence Ron Mark. They told us we had done 
an outstanding job and that they had a huge amount of feedback from 
their staff, the public, the board and the schools about our efforts and 
we are already in talks for next time.

The collective time put into this event by all participants is in excess of 
500 hours. I would like to thank the following outstanding individuals 
who gave up their time and travelled great distances to benefit the 
hobby nationally. You, as members, owe them a great big thank you. 
They are the following people. 
Jonathan Shorer
Peter Williams
Peter Glassey
Kevin Botherway
Gavin Rhodes
Mike Bron
Rene Redmond
Tarquin Brooks and Sarah

Report by Len Drabble

Peter Brown and Carol
Ryan Groves and Kat and the kids
Dave Hodges
Matt Jones
Dave Thornley and his control line team.
Lesleigh Drabble

Top:
Children sitting and listening to one of the presentations
Above:
Our very busy stands
Below:
The CL stands at the show. Typical audience behind. 

Control Line demo experience
In October last year the Wings over Wairarapa air show organisers 
invited the CL SIG to put on a control line demonstration during the 
2019 weekend. After discussions over the practicability, safety and 
spectator interest it was decided that the best options were combat and 
stunt.

Unfortunately the show dates clashed with a major CL event at 
NPMAC so it proved a little difficult to get a team together. Finally we 
had six souls and the demo's became integrated with the MFNZ 
display area and stands. 

Len Drabble did a great job getting a display area that was in a 
prominent position and after some major grass cutting effort he had a 
surface just good enough for stunt model take off and landing.
Safety was of course a big concern, (we didn't want any loose combat 
models flying about) and all pilots had to sign a CAA safe flying 
declaration plus the combat guys fitted fuel shutoffs to the models in 
case there were any line breakages during the demos.

The show's first day (with no CL flying) was focussed on school 
students and after a hearty breakfast thanks to Len's wife, we were 
straight into it with the first of 4,000 students passing through the 
stands. I was on one of the flight simulators, for each group after a 
quick explanation of the controls and a demo take off and landing there 
were plenty of hands reaching for the TX controls to have a try. If 
anyone managed a half reasonable landing they were awarded a gold 
merit badge. Each punter had three tries and with a wee bit of coaching 
there were some good efforts and quite a few badges awarded.

It was very full on for the first three hours and then the organised 
groups seemed to dissipate into a steadier more even stream of 
visitors. It was really interesting to see the differing skill levels of the 
visitors on the simulator. Those that had used Microsoft flight simulator 
and knew what the controls did, had a big advantage. There were also 
a few that had flown small drones or helicopters and these were much 
more advanced. 

The rest of the CL demo team arrived through the day and we grouped 
up to plan Saturday's demo schedule and the best way of showing off 
the models. The Friday afternoon full size airshow started at 2pm with a 
mixed bag of helicopters, police and military flying, obviously in an 

David Thornley

attempt to perhaps persuade any of the teenagers 
watching that maybe that was the career for them. A 
highlight for me was the mock WW1 air battle between 
about 15 biplanes of both German and British design. 
Most of the planes were replicas and all bar one had the 
original engine type. I had never seen this before, and 
the slow speed at which they flew was amazing to 
watch. They were flying at the same speed of a typical 
sport RC model, but due to their large size it seemed so 
incredibly slow. The rat-a-tat of the mock machine guns 
was also great. As a scale RC flier, I cannot see how we 
can scale down the full size biplane speed to a true 
model speed without a really light model.

Saturday was the full public day and we set up a CL 
static display with a combat model on 1metre lines to 
show visitors how the model was controlled. It was 
interesting to see how many people had never heard of 
control line flying.
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Demo slots were at 1.5hr periods through the day and each was 15 
minutes long. The plan was for Bryce Gibson to first fly F2D solo and 
put the model through all the usual manoeuvrers. The noise of this first 
demo would hopefully draw a good audience.  Next up was stunt and 
finally a two up combat match between Bryce and Rob Morgan. This 
was all in quick succession to keep the interest of the crowd plus a PA 
commentary to explain and hype up what was happening. And it 
worked!! Everything went sweetly, with David T, Owen Rodgers and 
Phil Eldridge each doing stunt demo's The initial two up combat demo 
was a little restrained with careful flying, but as Bryce and Rob became 
used to each other, each succeeding demo became more convincing 
until the last one which looked like a real combat bout where they had a 
real ding dong bout. It was great to have applause from the audience at 
the end of the demo's. Yours truly took over the commentary after the 
first slot and I got so excited with the bouts, that at the end of the slots I 
was a little croaky! Good combat with no line tangles or crashes! In the 
morning the weather looked threatening but then the clouds parted 
and the wind dropped. It was such nice conditions at the end that some 
fun stunt flying was done after the demos had ended. The only casualty 

was Owen’s stunt model whose U/C gave up on the grass surface 
bumps.

We had a great tea, again thanks to Lesleigh, and then everything was 
cleared away because the forecast for Sunday was dire. The Saturday 
evening show started but this was knocked sideways by a 30 minute 
period of heavy and cold rain. About half the crowd ran for shelter, with 
the rest huddling under their umbrellas. By 8.15pm the weather had 
passed over, the sky cleared and the evening light show started. The 
MFNZ illuminated aerobatic heli display preceded the show with its’ 
rotors LED illuminated and programmed to show varying patterns and 
a final number countdown to the full size power glider show. 
Unfortunately, when the GO!  text appeared on the heli blades the 
gliders were about a kilometre away so their spectacular entrance was 
somewhat lost. Never mind, the ooh's and aah's from the crowd during 
Matt's flight was good to hear.

As everyone knows the weather forecast was right and Sunday was a 
washout with the WOW organisers cancelling the show at 8am.
It was good to be a part of the show.

Omaka airshow 2019 – Andrew Palmer and Allan 
Baker flew radio control witches at sunset, to the thrill 
of the crowd! The witches were designed and built by 
Greg Trought – each quite significant in size being 
powered by an electric motor and 6s 5800mAh LiPo, 
giving a 5 minute flight time. Andrew again flew the 
90Kg V1 ‘flying bomb’ during the show.

LARGE MODEL EVENTSLARGE MODEL EVENTS 

Non- members and 
t u r b i n e  p o w e r e d 
aircraft are welcome.
Event Fees are: 
Members $10   
Non-members $20.

Taupo Model Fliers
14th & 15th September 2019

New Plymouth MAC
9th & 10th November 2019

Alex Brodie     brodieana@hotmail.com

Steve Blackman     shb@xtra.co.nz

Taupo Model Fliers
14th & 15th September 2019

New Plymouth MAC
9th & 10th November 2019

Alex Brodie     brodieana@hotmail.com

Steve Blackman     shb@xtra.co.nz
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F3B
weekend

A multi task event, in which the pilot has to fly 3 different tasks, 
Duration, Distance and Speed in each round. In the Duration task the 
goal is to fly the glider for exactly 10 minutes and land as close as 
possible to a designated spot. In the Distance task the pilot has 4 
minutes working time in which his glider must cover as many times as 
possible the official course of 150 meters in either direction. Finally, in 
the Speed task the gliders must cover 4 legs of the aforementioned 
course as fast as possible. For launching their gliders the competitors 
use electric winches. What it is more challenging in this class is the 
designing approach of the model, as all three tasks must be flown with 
the same model, which must be trimmed to achieve the minimum 
sinking speed in the first, the minimum gliding slope in the second, and 
the minimum drag in the third task.

With quite good entries for this competition and the weather booked for 
light winds and plenty of sunshine we all assembled on Saturday 
setting up the course and getting organised for a great day of full on 
soaring. We started with light winds and downwind launching and most 
struggled for a full 10minute duration flight. Already the scores started 
to shuffle around a little we had one helper turn up (Barry Kerr) and we 
did a few tasks back to back so we saved on set time for all. With lots of 
new very keen pilots we really moved on well through the groups and 
by the end of the day almost had three full rounds done. We did have a 
few minor mishaps and this allowed us to pack up early for a few minor 
repairs. Everyone except Jono Aston (lost his complete v tail on 
launch) were back flying the following day after night out catching up 
with each other. It was great everyone shared winches got lines and 
did the timing like a well oiled team. Team wellington and team Hawkes 
Bay almost got on! we all had some great fun with the new guys really 
getting some help from the more experienced guys. The comradery 

Soaring rocks! What an awesome weekend 
in Hawkes Bay had by all that attended the 
F3B competition.

Top to bottom:
Lee with his Eclipse
Pete G launches Andrew Hiscock
Joe Wurtz launch Original



from all was great and a special thanks to everyone for making the 
effort. Lee Klynhens, Gavin Rhodes, Bruce Clarke, Jono Aston and 
Andrew Hiscock were all fairly new to this game if not it was there first 
time they did so well and I am sure they also really enjoyed it. Len 
Drabble did his first Sub 20second speed run on the Sunday. The 
fastest speed run was clocked by Joe Wurts 15.55 seconds Most laps 
in distance was 24 by Joe Wurts . Even though the weather was great it 
wasn’t easy air with all sorts of patchy lift and lots struggled to even 
utilize the full four minutes in distance runs and over the weekend not 
that many full 10 minutes in duration. By Sunday two o’clock we had 
managed a complete five round F3b Competition time for packing up 
and heading home. Thanks to Joe for keeping us all honest with the 
scores and draw. We are now on the lookout for any F3b Models that 
people want to move on as we have a few keen guys lining up to get 
into this…..

1st Joe Wurts 2nd Peter Williams 3rd Kevin Botherway 4th David 
James 5th Peter Glassey 6th Len Drabble 7th Gavin Rhodes 8th 
Bruce Clarke 9th Lee Kleyhans 10th Andrew Hiscock 11th Jono 
Ashton

Soaring Rocks….Next fun time is a DLG meeting at Levin! See 
you there 

Rowdy

Top to bottom:
Gavin Rhodes
Pete Williams conehead
Sunday morning setup
Left:
Peter Glassey & Kevin 
Botherway
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A small contingent of NZ Free 
Flight modellers attended the 
"Fab Feb" series of contests at 
Lost Hills, California, USA.

Paul Squires, Paul's partner 
Connie and myself left on 6 
February, and while Paul has 
attended several times it was my 
first visit; in fact my first trip out of 
NZ for 35 years or so!

Our intention was mainly to fly in 
the "F1B" class, which is the 
premier Free Flight rubber class 
formerly known as "Wakefield". 

Paul is very experienced in this 
class while I am quite new to it, with 
much to learn. So for me, this trip 
was to gain experience rather than 
results, while Paul was aiming at 
good results, (which he got!)Paul 

wear the fox hat!
Graham Lovejoy

also took an F1G model, and we both took P30's and Catapult gliders 
for the AMA events. Rather than a "blow by blow" account I'll comment 
under various headings.

1/. The flying field
Lost Hills is huge- around 600 acres of flat, sandy land.The weather 
was wetter and windier than usual, and some contests were delayed, 
or even postponed til' the next day. Often it was cold and wet, though 
the day of the AMA events was calm and sunny. On the whole we were 
pretty lucky with the F1B events though.

2/. The contests
Mostly we set up along the flight line and launched from there. Well 
known names were everywhere, but everyone is approachable and 
friendly. Interesting 
t o  see  t he  fina l 
results: even the 
experts have things 
go wrong! In the first 
c o n t e s t  I  w a s 
extremely nervous , 
but ironically did 
better than I did in 
the other two! Paul 
did very well; he got 
in the first flyoff in all 
three F1B contests 
and in the second 
flyoff in the "Max 
Men" contest  where 
he placed 8th out of 
54 - a great result!

3/. The 'atmosphere’
The Lost Hills field has a 'feel' of its own, a magnet which draws in the 
Free Flight faithful from around the world. Most of the US modellers 
park their RV's , (recreational vehicles), on the field in a sort of 
encampment which becomes a hub for social get togethers. The RV's 
are huge, much bigger than here, but Bill Gannon's takes some 
beating- its basically a semi trailer! Most non- US modellers stay in 
Lost Hills itself which is essentially a truck stop and service centre with 
petrol stations, restaurants and motels. Not at all a touristy place, and I 
felt like a temporary American for 2 weeks, which was just fine by me! 
The locals are pretty used to foreign accents as modellers are frequent 
visitors ; many from Europe, Russia, the Ukraine, Scandinavia , Britain 
and Australia and NZ.

4/. Other attractions
Bakersfield is about 40 miles away- quite a big city and the home of 
gritty country music from the likes of Buck Owens and Merle Haggard.
We travelled to Chino and visited "Yanks Air Museum" and the "Planes 
of Fame" museum, both with incredible collections of aircraft which I 
had only seen before in photographs. Bill Gannon came with us and 
took us the long way round through the Mojave Desert which was 
fascinating. A pity that we had bad weather as there were many places 
of great interest along the way.

5/. Highlights
-  Contest organisation was top-notch; efficient yet low key.
- Flying on the field when the weather was calm and sunny!
- Meeting and getting to know many modellers from USA and around 

the world.
- Seeing the 'F1C' power models with folding wings go straight up like 

an arrow for a 4 second motor run, then a gentle bunt, at the top of 
which the wings unfold for a graceful glide. Spectacular!

- Seeing Tiffany O'Dell's F1G model looking like a tiny white fleck in 
the blue sky- I don't think I've ever seen a model fly that high before.

- Visiting the Aircraft museums, Las Vegas and the Hoover Dam, the 
latter is surely the 8th wonder of the world, I reckon.

We are back there in October for the World Champs. The weather will 
be different; hot and dusty and the wildlife will emerge- lizards, 
Tarantula spiders , and perhaps a rattlesnake or two. Another report 
will follow the World Champs .

PS:- Thanks to Mike Fantham for the title idea!.

CA

Designed by TownMapsUSA.com

"Noels Mitchell wearing her 
Fox Hat".
"Noels Mitchell wearing her 
Fox Hat".



The 71st Nats have been and gone, and what a week of flying we had 
in hot and dry conditions. The weather was simply amazing compared 
to usual nats rubbish we have had in the past.

This year we changed things up, and ran Aerobatics on RC1 as a 
combined event. Pattern, Classic and IMAC all mixed in together. The 
reason for this, we get more people showing up in a single group, 
which makes running the event easier, and if we hit bad weather, it 
affects everyone the same. At the previous Nats in Clareville, the day 
we were supposed to fly IMAC was totally blown out, and we only 
managed a few hours on the final afternoon. From a committee / CD 
point of view this approach worked well, and we tried our best to make 
sure that everyone got a fly of something, in each half day session.

Day 1 we were on site for a 7:30am briefing, and wheels up soon after 
8am with F3A in perfect conditions. We had a ton of flying to get 
through, and we needed to start on time. The evening before, as the 
final runway mow was happening, box lines were painted on the 
runway, and two sets of marker poles were put in place. One problem 
we face at Waharoa, is early morning sun in the box at the east end 
near the Kaimai’s, but with 2 sets of new fangled blue perspex “sun 
spot disc on a pole” setups ready to be used, it was not too much of a 
problem. The first time you fly with the sun spot in place, it can be a bit 
daunting, but once it’s in the right place, it’s literally like putting a pair of 
sunglasses on the sun, and you just get on with it.

We had 6 guys flying F3A and enough judging power to run two 
flightlines. A special guest from Japan “Akiba”, who has flown F3A at a 
world level for a long time, was in NZ on a summer holiday with Andrew 
and Suetonia Palmer. They had taken him on a number of sight seeing 
things around the North Island, including a few days of practise down 
at the “picturesque” Galatea airfeild. As well as Akiba, we were also 
joined by a couple of Ozzies. Scott Kay from Tasmania flew F3A, and 
IMAC, and Peter Bailey from Melbourne flew Masters A18 pattern. 
They both brought models, and also managed some sight seeing 
around the area after the nats with their wives leading the way, first stop 
all the best boutique shops in Tirau, second stop the Luge !!

We had 7 starters in Clubman Aerobatics, most of them newbies, so 
after F3A was done, we stopped the flying to do a Clubman Aerobatics 
demo flight, along with some helpful coaching tips. Then they were into 
it, with 2 flightlines in action, it was fly, land, now fuel up and do it again 
down there mate !! Lots of action on the line as the Clubman flights 
progressed, “Billy Ray” Steven Collins had a moment of disorientation 
and unfortunately managed to “plough his model slightly” into the 
nearby Asparagus crop. Lucky he had a spare model, and was soon 
bolting the wings on it for his next flight. Young Tawhai Webby from 
Whangarei was having a go at his first Clubman contest, with an 
electric  “foamey” SBach model. This young fella was on the run all 

Top:  Pits lineup

Middle: Clubman Aerobatics Fliers – Suetonia Palmer, Arjen    
Visser, Tawhai Webby, Gavin Madsen, Steve Sherbourne 

Bottom: Intermediate IMAC guys – James Farrow (Jnr Pom), Adam Butler 
(Lurch), Scott Kay & Mike Briggs (Baldrick)

week between freeflight and control line events, then back to RC1, with 
his dad at the wheel. No surprise that he won the Nats Junior 
Champion trophy at the end of the week, and nearly took out Aggy too. 
Another newbie to Aerobatics from the Highbrook club, Arjen Visser 
thought he “have a go” too, flying a 50cc Extra, and was clearly the man 
to beat after the first two rounds. Gavin Madsen and Steve Sherbourne 
or “Gavin and Stacey” as they are now known, had been out practicing 
Sportsman IMAC in lead up to the nats. I said, hey you guys better 
enter Clubman too, or you’ll be watching / judging it, and they soon 
realised that flying it was the better option !! So they did, finishing up 
2nd and 4th. Suetonia Palmer has been out practicing again, and with 
her backup model the mighty Skyraider, she managed to win a round 
off all the boys, and finished up in 3rd. Pylon flier Les King didn’t have 
much luck at all, the battery in his electric model ejected through the 
canopy mid flight, and with no rx power, the ground eventually came up 
and smite thee.

Day 2, RC Scale finished off, Aerobatics was scheduled to start at 1pm. 
Here is where we messed up a little. RC Scale actually finished a lot 
earlier than expected, and the field sat unused for at least an hour. Next 
time we will be adjusting the program a little, so that if one group 
finishes early, the next group are there early enough and ready to take 
advantage of the precious daylight hours. So we got started with more 
Aerobatics flying, and by now the sun is heating up. On the previous 
day we had also done a demo for the Basic and Sportsman fliers, and 
with this out the way, and all the newbies now getting used to the 
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environment, the 2 flightlines allowed the flying flowed through very 
fast. We definitely get more flying done in two half day sessions, than 
we do in a single day.

Basic IMAC had 4 entries. This is our entry level class for IMAC (Scale 
Aerobatics). It can be flown with any model, it does not have to be 
scale. So if you have a sport model that you flew in Clubman 
Aerobatics, its perfect for giving Basic IMAC a go too, and vice versa. 
Arjen Visser who had never even seen the Basic schedule before, had 
his arm twisted by me the night before, when I showed him a video clip 
of the schedule. He had only entered clubman and decided to give it a 
go. His model was a 50cc Scale Aerobatics model, you can’t get better 
than that for Basic I said. Well he managed to win it !! (Corona ahem). 
“Billy Ray” Stephen Collins, sporting a new hairdo, was very close 
behind in 2nd place flying an Edge (30cc I think ?). Not far behind flying 
her brand new 35cc Hangar 9 Inversa that she got for Christmas !!!! 
was Suetonia Palmer in 3rd. I can’t wait to see what she gets for her 
birthday, maybe a 50cc ? (Nah … just get the hundy, forget what 
Andrew has to say about that). Tony Christiansen was fourth flying his 
SBach, and provided some real “PBG” entertainment when his throttle 
servo failed, and Baldrick had to call him in for a “we’ve got a f’n 
emergency !!! Didn’t ya bloody hear me Bogan !!!” landing.

Day 3 we had another morning slot, but some low cloud and mist 
meant a short delay till it burned off, which it soon did. I can’t even 
remember what we flew that session, but once again over two 
flightlines we cranked through lots of it.

Expert Pattern is a new class we introduced this year, and we had 3 
fliers flying in this. This class is our stepping stone up from Clubman. 
Here you learn to fly a simple turn around pattern in the confines of the 
aerobatic box. F3A 2m x 2m and 5Kg rules apply, so this eliminates a 
50cc IMAC machine. An old school pattern model will get around the 
sequence no problems. Nowdays there are some good cheap electric 
setups that will do the job. After 6 rounds this class was won by Jayden 
Molloy, Adam Butler who won a couple of rounds off Jayden was 2nd, 
and not that far behind in  3rd was Baldrick flying his Vanquish. We look 
forward to seeing a few more guys, who are not quite up to the task of 
the Masters A18 schedule, to have a go at this new Expert class in the 
future.

Masters flew 6 rounds of the A18 schedule. This was a close battle, 
with Paul Tomlinson, Paul Stairmand, and Peter Bailey from 
Melbourne, all winning rounds as the week on. Eventually it was Peter 
who finished first in this class. Peter’s model was powered by a YS 4 
stroke, the two Pauls on electric. “SMR” (some modelling required) 
occurred at one stage, when Paul Tomlinson couldn’t get the hatch off 
his model, to load in the batteries. One of those dodgey hatch latch 
thingies had jammed up. After a few people poked and prodded at it 
with various tools, the generator was fired up and I took to it with a 
Dremel cut off blade, with sparks and fibre glass flying as Paul looked 
away in horror !!! Chris Wong, our resident dentist heard the 
unmistakeable high pitched dremel REOW noise and ran over to have 
a go too. He loves that sound, he told me its sounds just like a brand 
new ARF model being unwrapped.

F3A was flown over 4 rounds. We had planned to do some of the finals 
“F” schedule on the final session, but it was a bit windy, and IMAC 
catch up rounds were needed at this late stage. Akiba from Japan was 
the winner of F3A, although I did manage to take a round off him, and 
got very close in 2nd. Andrew Palmer was 3rd followed by Jarrod 
Briggs who admitted that flying a YS powered model with loads of 
power available, is actually not too bad after all.

Classic Pattern – While Clubman Aerobatics was being flown, we had 
a few guys “attempt” to fly some Classic Pattern, so we squeezed them 
into the same group. Unfortunately Classic was a bit of a non event, 
Andrew Palmers motor blew up on the first round, and Lew Woods had 
four attempts at getting past the take off. In the end Ron Stone and 
Jayden Molloy where the only ones left, but flying non classic models. 
This class is taking a while to get going, but I think soon we will see it 
grow as more people get those classic models up and running, and 
figure out how to keep them going !! The classic schedule is a centre 
manoeuvres only sequence, from a mid 1970’s World Champs. Its a 
slight step up from Clubman. We have bonus points for noise and 
speed, and cool stuff like retracts. Loads of people have models from 
this era gathering dust, so try and track one down, and give it a go.  

By Day 4 of the Nats, we were into our final afternoon slot, and it was 
getting a bit breezy. Not so much that it stopped us from flying, and by 
now most of the Pattern classes were done, and we just needed to 
finish off some IMAC. Unknowns were handed out, stick planes started 
to be waved in the air, as notes were made and sequences learned / 
studied. Sometimes an event can be won or lost on the unknown round, 
so the guys were getting focused. 

Sportsman IMAC was a clean sweep by young Jayden Molloy flying his 
Ultimate Bipe. In the lead up to the nats, we only had 2 entries in 
Sportsman, “Gavin and Stacey”, as a number of regular sportsman 
fliers weren’t able to make it for various reasons. Jayden stepped down 
from Intermediate, to make the class official, and got his name on that 
big wooden shield. Gavin Madsen flying his 60cc powered Extra 260 
was 2nd, followed by his team mate Steve in 3rd with his 55cc Hangar 9 
Inversa. Hopefully we get a few more of the Sportsman guys back at 
the next meeting, Jayden will be giving the Intermediate guys a dusting 
up next.

Intermediate IMAC was won by Adam Butler, with young James 
Farrow from Wellington hot on his heels. The pair of them traded 
rounds all week, but Adam flying a big PBG Extra 260, showed his 
experience when he took out the final unknown round, sealing 1st 
place. James flying a 100cc Yak 54 finished 2nd, but he was only just 

Top: Scott Kay from Tazzie 
flew Bogans 50cc Extra 
in Intermediate.

bottom: Akiba from Japan 
joined us for some F3A
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ahead of in Baldrick in 3rd, who put in a hot unknown score, beating 
James in that round, and getting within 60 points out of 6000. Just goes 
to show that old age and treachery can still over come youth and 
enthusiasm every now and again !! Scott Kay battled with himself for 
4th place with a borrowed model that probably lacked power in the 
wind, but he enjoyed his first IMAC contest, and said he couldn’t wait to 
get home to Tazzie, dust off his big scale machine, and get into some 
IMAC !!

We had 3 guys flying Advanced IMAC, Chris Wong from the Hawkes 
Bay with a 120cc Slick 540, Rod Ford from Wellington with a scratch 
built 200cc Slick 360, and ol’ John Rodgers “Ted” let loose for the week, 
and back on form with 222cc powered Yak 55. Our Advanced boys 
were kept busy all week, flying and doing a lot of judging. Ted taking out 
1st place honors here, followed by Rodney and Chris. During the week, 
Baldrick, myself and Rod managed to make more than just a few 
bottles of “cheeky red” evaporate in Baldricks bus each night while 
camped on the flightline (it was bloody cold at night !!) and many a 
constructive conversation took place. Rod left the nats fired up and 
excited to get his own designed F3A machine in the air and flying.

Unlimited IMAC had 3 fliers, Andrew Palmer, Jarrod and myself 
recently back from the Tucson Shootout. A month before the Nats we 
had a wing failure at Awatoto, damaging our trusty PBG Extra 300. We 
had made a new identical model during the winter in the lead up to the 
Shootout, and it went to the US as a spare. So that was finished off, 
dialed in, and flown at the Nats by Jarrod and I. The young bugger 
finally managed to take a couple of rounds off me, when I had a senior 
moment on one of my flights and zero’d something … yes it happens. 
That was soon remedied when it came time to fly the unknown.

I nearly forgot … Dave Neilson, President of the local model club … 
what a guy, I rang him in the few days beforehand, as he was on his way 
to a new years lear up. Hey mate this Nats is looking pretty big, do you 
reckon you can cook up a few burgers and snags for us. No worries he 
said. What a legend, he was there every day, with helpers, making it all 
happen while we flew and flew and flew. We munched through 160 
burgers, and a ton of sausages. Those that pitched in to run the BBQ 
on RC1, a big thanks to you. 

Big Thanks to the Nats Management crew. Len Drabble MNFZ Pres 
was there 5 days before the nats even started getting stuff together. 
Steve Warner the Nats manager did great job, this is a huge 
undertaking, a ton of work goes on behind the scenes to make it all 
happen. 

Last of all … we have a ton of fliers out there that can do a loop and roll 
but have the impression that going to the Nationals is for the serious 
guys only. If only you could see the guys who flew in Clubman 
Aerobatics and Basic IMAC for their first time. They had a blast, 
learned a lot, got some trophies, and left fizzed up for more. I actually 
think the word “Nationals” scares to many people away. Maybe we 
should rename it to something along the lines of the “MFNZ Summer 
Jamboree” as a way to try and get more to come and have a go. Hey 
are you coming to the MFNZ Jambo in January 2020 ? Um, nope … the 
what ? Yeah the Jambo mate, you should come and have a go with 
your sport model, we fly all week, we have a great time, camping, 
BBQ’s every night, few beers, tall stories, more flying, sun burn can be 
a bugger though ….  mate you’ve gotta sign up for the Jambo !! 

See you next time, Bogan

AWATOTO FIELD FLOOD RECOVERY
JUNE TO DECEMBER 2018

Before the flood.....
An image taken from a drone on 9th June of the club field by member 
Blair Jones.

And then it rained....
So….. on the12th/13th June we then had a bit of water flood the 
field………….

And it rained some more....
In mid June 2018 - after about 80mm odd more rain came down – once 
the sun came out, it revealed this…..

And this…….

We managed to walk over most of it but the silt, and while reasonably 
dry on top, was still really wet underneath. So... if you broke through 
the crust, you would then go in to the mud by a few inches. Far more on 
some parts of the field!

The field was just coming 
right and then….
I t  ra ined again  on 
Wednesday the 5th 
September.
The same old story - rain, 
rain and yet more rain and 
L a k e  A w a t o t o  w a s 
back….which made the 
field look like this…. (Pic 
from Brian Hitchcock)

In October a contractor was engaged by the committee to cultivate the 
worst parts of the field for us. He has inspected the field three times to 
have a closer look and take silt depth and moisture readings prior to 
starting the job. His plan of attack is to hoe the ground, leave it for a few 
days, then hoe again, leave it for yet another few days and then finally 
to roll the ground. He started work on the field early on Tuesday 
afternoon. Grass seed was also then sown in early November.

And finally, we finished up with this (Photo  taken on 17th Januay 2019)
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Bombs away!!
Top to bottom: Justin Whalley’s Junkers Ju87B, Mike Pillette’s Junkers 
Ju87D and Adam Bulter’s electric DH Mosquito

Peter Brown flying the Tony Parkinson, Colin Peard built Westland 
Wessex

Warbirds 2019 was again held at the MFHB field at Awatoto 
on 2nd and 3rd of February 2019

On the Saturday……….. Overcast day, with a bit of drizzle throughout 
the day, but the event still went ahead and most got some flying in or 
saw some flying right throughout the day!

And on to Sunday… a far better day, sunny, warm and the crowds 
flooded in. And there was lots going on too…. Highlights were Three 
large model Mosquito’s together on the field together, Gwyn Avenell’s 
Fury, The Avro Tutor of Steve Blackman and just simply the size, 
numbers, diverse range of models and the high standard of flying over 
the whole weekend.

And the crowds did come to see the action…………
We also had an ice cream truck in the car park and he seemed to be 
doing roaring trade almost all day! Funnily enough, he also had a 
reasonable day on the Saturday too, despite the weather.

And after two days of enjoyable flying, it was time to wrap it all up. So to 
the prize-giving run by MFHB President Stuart Sturge and assisted by 
Club Captain John Sutherland.

And the class winners from a poll taken from all the pilots present were:
WWI - Allan Rowson (Sopwith Tabloid)
Between the wars - Gwyn Avenell (As Gwyn had already left - Phil 
Shape accepted the Trophy on his behalf.)
WWII - Mike Briggs (Mosquito)
Modern Military - Steve Blackman (Tucano)
NZ Military - John Clarke (DC-3)
Pilot’s Choice - Mike Briggs (Mosquito)
There were also three spot prizes given out to : Jayden Molloy and one 
other. Also Adam Butler from Hobby City also donated some prizes to 
the recipients above.
Pilot’s Choice - Mike Briggs (Mosquito)
Also a couple of spot prizes (courtesy of Adam Butler from Hobby City)

And finally, thanks to all those that helped make Warbirds 2019 the 
success it was:
The Catering Crew - ably led by Chef Dave Cantell
The Gate Crew - under the stewardship of Tony Ives:
And to the men on the field itself: Marty Hughes - for a sterling job on 
the microphone. Ryan Cadwallader - for ensuring both the field and 
flying operations ran so smoothly!

Overall, there seemed to be a few less pilot registrations, but more 
(and bigger) models. Also seemed that there were a few less MFHB 
members flying and more from other regions stretching from 
Wellington to Auckland as well. Anyway, despite the weather on 
Saturday, everyone appeared to enjoy the weekend.
See you all next year………..

More Images from the event….
My Dropbox
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vvxzd87fgbwm1ut/AACxCBEZ5caMKa
r1WnMP5NYua?dl=0
Also a link to some really great images taken by Andy Dobson’:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/andy_dodson_npmac_photos/albums/
72157704964132421
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Alan Rawson’s Sopwith Tabloid 
flown by Grant Findlay.
Damien van Heusen’s 55cc DLE 
powered P-40.
S t e v e  B l a c k m a n ’ s  K t 4 5 
Turboprop Tucano.
John Robinson’s Westland 
Lysander.

Andrew Stiver’s F86F Sabre.
John Sutherland flying the John 
Clarke built RNZAF DC3.
Damien van Heusen’s Tigercat 
clocking 200kph.
The John Knox radial powered Zero.

Photos by Andy Dodson
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Day 1 F5J
Big day today great result Joe in first kiwis in top nine we think scoring 
is not finished for round 10 Joe, Kev and Len all have land out droppers 
but all ok with big score spread so hopefully we are all ok fun conditions 
and certainly high launching required unfortunately Joe lost his plus x 
in practice yesterday. Team kiwi has f3k hand launch tomorrow till 
eleven and then we resume f5j. Aussie mates are cool as usual we 
have 28 odd pilots and it's an awesome competition to be here well 
worth the effort

Day 2 – F5J
Well today was a cool result for team kiwi f5j Joe1st 2nd Pete Len six 
Kev eleven f3k Joe 1st Kev 2nd we start f3j for two days tomorrow. 
Conditions proved really fickle with thermal action okay but still more 
bloodshed on the score sheets and not many successful low launches 
for the two days mostly over 100m were the ones that made time it was 
very interesting thanks to our Aussie friends a great fun time and not a 
competition to miss on our calendar.....f3k was only 5 rounds and the 
kiwis got to bash up two Aussie for the trophies – Joe 1st and Kev 2nd.

Day 3 and 4 -F3J
A way cool finish to the Milang Aussy f3j comp with Andrew Meyer 1st 
overall Marcus Stent 2nd and Kevin Botherway 3rd the prelims 
finished at lunchtime with Joe Wurts leading the comp and Kev 2nd. A 
large separation of scores on the results and even day two gave us a 
dropper round with again some really hard flights. We had three kiwis 
in the 8 man fly offs with 15minute slots conditions in round one brutal 
with many landing out or short in total time, planes got high then they 
didn't. Overall a great kiwi result ...all finished in the top ten. but the 
Australians had some awesome flights. Congratulations to both 
Andrew and Marcus it was well deserved. Super special thanks to the 
organizers a fantastic time and well run international. Thank you all we 
had a quick prize giving and it was time to start making our way home 
and finish our trip home but firstly finish our jigsaw puzzle taken a week 
of nights.

MILANG 20
19

Top left:
From left, Kev 3rd, Andrew 1st and Marcus 2nd F3J overall. 
Top right:
The jigsaw puzzle or a weeks work.
Above: 
Visiting Model Flight’s warehouse WOW 
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F3KR
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d1HAND

LAUNCH Hawkes 
Bay

This was our first Hand-launch competition held on our new Hawkes 
Bay soaring field location and what huge success! With Len and Peter 
doing a great job promoting to the new guys from Wellington and we 
now have a great group from the Waikato / Bay of Plenty starting to 
form and very enthusiastic.  

The locals and few early arrivals went out for a practice on the Friday 
we all turned up on Saturday with the forecast suggesting it could get a 
little showery over the weekend period but being HB we never saw a 
drop! 

Joe had planned quite a few rounds with all the tasks listed out and 
then for the Sunday a few repeats. We powered through the groups 
and managed 9 full rounds with 3 groups of about 4 or 5 in each slot. 
Wow round one even had some of the experienced guys carrying a 
very quality dropper and during the day most had some hits on the 
score board somewhere. Peter Williams was the only real tidy 
competitor in the scores by the Saturday evening pack up. Early 
morning was light air for the first few rounds then the thermals started 
to appear very prominently and on regular basis but mixed up this there 
was some quite funky air around and some air reading didn’t prove for 
the best outcome. By mid afternoon it was time to consider ballast 
options with the wind slowly increasing. By the last group we were 
already for a break and had a few all up last down fun flights along with 
a liquid finish. Andrew Hiscock organised a dinner at one of great locals 
and then time to all head home for the night.

Sunday was another great HB day with blue skies and great thermals 
starting to build as per the previous day. This started to change with a 
light sea breeze which then built to quite a strong breeze by pack up so 
guys could travel home. Final round was all done so we had good 
result with very little damage to planes for the weekend well done firstly 
to Kevin Campbell who was 1st place in the Sportsman class. Overall 
result - Peter Williams 3rd Joe Wurts 2nd and Kevin Botherway 1st  It 
was really stimulating to have new guys coming on board from around 
the country. Thanks heaps to you all for coming! Also to our locals Joe 
doing scores draws and results, Kevin Campbell and Andrew Hiscock 
for helping with the organisation. 

Special prize went to Andrew Hiscock for the most walking for the 
weekend (landouts)  hee hee hee 

See you all at the next comp

Rowdy 

One step for mankind by 
Steve Warner

Wynn Robins with Rod Hale 
calling

Getting ready for a big dayGetting ready for a big day

Kev in full launch mode
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North Island
R/C VINTAGE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
2019
It was the Southern North Islands turn again this year 
to hold the Champs and it was really just a regional 
contest with Dave Thornley from Rotorua the 
furthest travelled. Kapiti was represented by Warner 
Summerton and Terry Beaumont, Levin by Jonathan 
Shorer, Ashhurst by Bryan Treloar and Stu Hubbard, 
Barrie Russel and Brett Robinson Hawkes Bay, 
Wellington by Trevor Glogau, Stew Cox and myself 
(Allan Knox). I have concluded that vintage fliers 
don’t travel far.

The Levin club is very hospitable and has a super 
field and club house set in wide open farmland, ideal 
for vintage flying. Saturday was about as nice as it 
gets with lift popping off from 10 o’clock onward and 

Levin, March 23rd  25th~

the wind shifting around to point to where it was. Some nearby mown 
fields where generating lift into the afternoon and we could see the 
thermals marked by dust columns going straight up at times. Lots of 
fliers posted good times in these conditions as you would expect but 
where there is up there has to be down and that caught a few.  
Jonathan had mown a nice 40m square patch for us and that was a 
challenge in itself. With little wind, the bigger heavier models were 
landing fast and rolling right on through the spot. The only way was to 
dot down right on the lip of the square but if you got it short, as I did, you 
caught the long grass and stopped dead.  Darn, another 20 down the 
tubes. Unlimited flying would have been interesting on this day. I flew E 
Texaco and maxed out so thought I would take a shot at a flyoff flight for 
the leader board. Fortunately Ross, who had come to spectate with 
Graham Rose (Hawkes Bay) was free to hold the watch and spot lift for 
me. Ross is a keen aerotow guy so knows a bit about thermal flying. 
Anyway I launched the 5 Foot Gas and away we went using about 5 
different thermals over the next 32 minutes before I had lost 
concentration and called it a day. A long flight that could have been 
even longer if it had had to be.

Usually we have lots of local support for Open Texaco. We missed Ian 
Munro with his TD Coup and Bob McGrath and his Bomber this time. 
Warmer came along but his Open Tex Bomber was at home under 
repair after a mid-air structural failure so it was just Bryan Treloar, Stew 
Cox, Trev Glogau and myself for this tough event. Bryan blitzed us with 
his big Lanzo using four stroke petrol power. He cut ignition at about 10 
minutes and drifted down for his maxes. I timed for Stew and it was 
interesting to see the different approach. Stew knew his couldn’t just 
putter around, he had to go for height. The Saito 65 was out of fuel at 
just 2 minutes but the new Ruler was just a tiny dot way up in the blue at 
that point.  Still 13 minutes needed on the glide to max out. He nearly 
made it too just 10 seconds short on the first flight. I flew my A Tex 
Lancer set up with the smaller Open tank. I have about 5 minutes fuel 
to climb high but couldn’t match Stew or Bryan. Good fun. Poor Trevor 
had no end of grief with his petrol Saito powered Falcon. It just refused 
to keep running once airborne so he had a frustrating and nerve 
wracking day as his beautiful big model would cut out nose high and 
just off the deck. He managed it though to his credit and didn’t give up. I 
caught up with Trev at Trentham on the next Sunday and he thinks old 
fuel, a wide plug gap and perhaps valve clearances were the problem.
Only one event went to a flyoff. Vintage IC Duration came down to me 
and Stew Cox very late in the day. Only the two of us and Dave 
Thornley left on the field so we flew one after the other. Stew got away 
first with his New Ruler and was looking like doing about 6 minutes, but 
wait, the wings waggled the tail lifted and he put his DLG skills to good 
use standing the Ruler up on a wing tip and thermalling away from 
about 100 feet. The 8 minute max came up and back home he came to 
dot down in the circle. He had maxed the flyoff. I was next with my 
trusty old Cumulus. 25 seconds with the Saito 65 had her well high 
despite the hefty 6 pounds weight. Try as I might I couldn’t hook it up 
though so no late saves and I was down at just over 6 minutes. An 

excellent win to Stew. He did a second Flyoff flight for the leader board 
too. I had to feel good about his success with an airplane we had 
restored from a wreck together, it looks a real picture these days. 

At the end of a long hot Saturday David, Stew and I adjourned for a 
beer or two and dinner in town where we meet up with Jonathan again. 
We had earned our beers we reckoned.

J and Viking

IC Flyoff late Saturday

Gaggle
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There was a changing of the guard on Sunday as the focus moved to 
electric rather than IC. We were very fortunate to have Barrie Russell 
and Brett Robinson come over for the day from Hawkes Bay. The 
would have been there Saturday but Barrie had a funeral for a club 
mate. They came with lots of models and dominated the events. 
Gaggles of top performing Stardust Specials and Night Trains 
emerged from the Station Wagon. These things will be real weapons 
when we go to unlimited flights (crazy idea that! Allan’s opinion). The 
rest of us did our best though. The weather was quite different starting 
out damp then settling to fine and a moderate Westerly. The nice 
thermals seemed to have deserted us but were replaced by 
convenient wave from time to time. I tried a number of times to turn in 
this lift hoping it was a thermal only to drop out and have to come back 
again and join the wave below the others who stayed on station. Wave 
moves up and down wind though and sometimes it just dumped us. A 
number got caught out in E Duration. Again we finished late in the day 
but not before David Thronley treated us to some Snow White flights. 
This is beautiful model of legendary grace and elegance. Fantastic to 
see one fly and fly it did, very very well. David was wrapt and so were 
we. Strange to think it was destined for the rubbish bin after the last 
Carterton Nats. David took pity on it and took the partially completed 
tatty old model  home. Now he has a real jewel.

We finished the day with the handing out of place certificates. There 
were lots for the gentlemen from the Bay.

This was a 3 day event but really there was no one left to fly Monday 
and just 1/2A and Scale Tex with any entries, mine!  We flew A Tex on 
Sunday at Bryan’s request (and he won it.) I blew my chances when I 
got caught in low cloud and had some hairy moments getting down 
cutting the motor in the process so no max on flight one.  Normally 3 x 
10 minutes are a given for the Lancer.

Jonathan and I went out in the morning and flew. I did 1/2A and 1/2A 
Scale Texaco making all the flight times but missed 2 landings in the 
breeze. Jonathan amused himself doing E Duration times for Leader 
Board using his Ex Tony Taylor Viking. It’s a lovely model like all Tony’s 
masterpieces. Tony is pretty sick these days but is still with us at time of 
writing. It’s sad to see the old masters fade away, I will miss our chats.

My thanks go to Jonathan and Gill for putting me up and providing the 
wonderful catering each day. Also field preparation by Jonathan and 
thanks to our club mates for accommodating us all on their patch. Stew, 
Warner and Bryan helped out with what little organisation was needed. 
Stew did his usual thorough job on score calculations, helping out 
competitors and sorting rules questions, all essential and this let me go 
fly a lot of classes. Only my E Rubber model was left unflown, it’s one of 
my favourites too. Looks great and thermals really well. Next month 
then for NDC.

Thanks for the memories, see you all again soon. 

Allan Knox

photo album

Phil Sharpe’s Sopwith Camel

Chris Tynan’s Fokker Dr.1 Steve Blackman’s Saito radial powered Avro Tutor

Barrie Russell’s Tiger Moth

Photos: Andy Dodson
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Waikato
Pylon
Championships 2019

After a two week postponement due to a cyclone and a wet start we 
finally got the Waikato Pylon Champs under way mid afternoon 
Saturday 9th March. Due to the rain we decided to get the Pylon SIG 
AGM over and done with while waiting for the weather to clear, with the 
absence of John Knox our secretary, due to work commitments, 
Noeline Craighead stepped in and did a great job under short notice. 
There will be a separate AGM report once the minutes have been 
tabled.
 
With a peek of sun showing through the clouds and a light SW breeze 
we were under way with Q500 Sport and F3R, five rounds of each 
were completed by 6pm, no issues really apart from Rapid Ron taking 
the top off pylon one on his test flight. (If anyone has a Quik V6 wing 
spare Ron would be very interested) Stephen Collins made it up for the 
day after only a couple of hours sleep following his night shift job and 
once again took top honours along with the fastest time of 94.97 
followed by Len Krook and Ron Stone.
 
F3R had Ross Craighead, Len Krook and Stephen Collins competing 
and finishing in that order, DNF’s seemed to be the order with all of the 
pilots recording at least one on their score sheet. Ross achieved 
fastest time of 75.32.
 
Sunday had a late start due to too much mouth racing with F3T and 
F3D. F3T had Ron, Ross, Len and myself, unfortunately for Ross an 
out landing after race three had him out for the rest of the day with U/C 
damage, Ron had a good run with his new Nelson still running rich but 
got him through to 2nd place, Len had the old short stroke Nelson 
going very well indeed although he did resort to the LS Nelson and 
Midget Mustang for the last race. The only DNF’s were scored by Ross 
after his out landing so a pretty reliable run by most with myself coming 
out in the lead with a best time of 71.19.
 
F3D was flown for the first time off the Airsail site and got the thumbs up 
with the lengthened landing strip helping us once the breeze swung 
around to the SW where we had a slight tail wind landing. Brian Harris 
joined Ross and I with his own design F5D (once again he was the only 
E flyer here) just to mix things up, eventually he ran out of batteries but 
enjoyed the contest. I came out on top with Ross a couple of seconds 
behind. Ross scored the fastest time of 64.55.
 
Lunch followed with freshly baked scones from Sharon then we got 
into the Shootouts. 

Waikato
Pylon
Championships 2019

Alf Leong Memorial trophy winners

Q500 Sport had Len, Graham Duncan and Antony Wright, Stephen 
Collins was top qualifier but unable to attend Sunday due to family 
commitments and Antony used a borrowed model because of an issue 
with his. It was all on with Len taking out the top place followed by 
Graham and Antony. For the first time I can remember there were no 
cuts recorded in a shootout for all pilots (some sort of record I think)
 
F3R was next with Ross taking it out over Len.
 
F3T saw myself ahead of Ron and Len (Ross did qualify but model 
damage promoted Len into the line up.)
 
F3D had Ross ahead of me with a fastest time and a PB of 63.24
 
Results were posted and the Alf Leong Memorial trophy handed out to 
Ross Craighead once again for winning F3R. All that was left was the 
BBQ where a few burgers were flipped and some refreshments 
consumed, a pretty good weekend considering the wet Saturday start.
Thanks to Gary Mercer, Neil Lickfold, John Knox, Paul Clausen, Laurie 
Chrystal and Noeline Craighead who didn’t fly but came to help out.

The next meeting will be on April 14th., a Sunday only event.
We’ll see you all there.

MFNZ Insurance – Premier 
cover from Vero including 
$10 Million public liability.

Every day of the year 
working to protect and 

enhance aeromodelling in 
New Zealand.

Members Website, the place 
to go for all of your 

aeromodelling information.                                                         

There  strength in numbers, make sure that your club is

is bigger and better in 2019.

MEMBERSHIP
Why Join or Renew ?

Get all this for 
24 cents per day!

Wings Achievement Scheme, 
dedicated to improving 
standards and Safety.

Large Model Scheme, 
recognised by CAA for safe 

operation of models 
up to100kg. 

Model Flying World, 60 
pages packed with 

information about events 
and projects.

Club support for 
organisation running and 

developing your club.www.modelflyingnz.org
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This year’s event had attracted the sponsorship of FUTABA Australia 
from W.A. as the major sponsor. They also arranged for the current 
F3A World Champion Tetsuo Onda of Japan to enter. As a World Cup 
event we also had entrants from England, France, Holland and 
Germany make the long trip down. This was largely due to the efforts of 
Russell Edwards (Aus) and Andrew Palmer (NZ) who had spent the 
middle of 2018 entering most of the European World Cup events. 
Closer to home the Kiwi’s, who had won the Trans Tasman the week 
before all (but two), stayed and entered. Dirk (Holland) and Peter 
(Germany) had also taken part in the Trans Tasman the previous week 
and were now joined at the Masters by Kevein Caton (England) and 
Roland (France) along with Onda from Japan.
 
The Coolum club hosted the event; the Suncoast Model Flying Club. 
The field, situated at the end of a small industrial park had its 
restrictions, which saw the two flight lines skewed to each other to fit 
within the club’s boundaries. Practice was scheduled for Thursday with 
the event then running Friday to Sunday. Unlike Tin Can Bay it tipped it 
down Thursday, so much so practice ceased after about two hours and 
we were watching lakes from around the pits and most of the flying 
field. This didn’t deter some intrepid modellers who took out their 
Assassin flying wings handed one to Onda and spent a wet 45 mins 
flying in the rain. By the end of the day most of the field was under water 
along with the specially hired marquee where the models were 
checked for weight and size and the evening’s BBQ was to be held. 
The BBQ was moved to Friday and held under the shelter of the club’s 
canteen area and concreted area in front of it.

Friday saw the comp get underway at 8:00am with one flightline due to 
the water on the field with the F3A class of 23 entrants. Before they 
completed a round the 2nd flight line was opened up to Sportsman (3 
entrants) along with Advanced (8entrants). Expert (10 entrants) flew 
on flight line 1 after the F3A boys finished their round. Although delayed 
a couple of times due to rain or the operations of the Coolum Skydiving 
club, Sportsman, Advanced and Expert all flew 2 rounds. Just a note 
the Coolum tower was in radio contact with our CD to advice the 
Skydiving operations. Poor ol’ Mario Schembri deserves a mention 
here. Having flown his family up from Melbourne and driven up himself 
with his trailer, his flist take off saw a large sheet of covering come free 
from the model on take-off. Having fixed that with help of Aaron Garle, 
his second flight surffered a glitching elevator and he landed just after 
taking off. He then declared he felt unwell and left not to be seen again 
until Monday as he and his family were struck down with ghastro. 
1900kms for 60 seconds of flying.
 
Saturday commenced with F3A operating off both flightlines. Rain did 
stop play a couple of times but by lunchtime we were into round 3 for 
the other classes. The day finished with a thunderstorm at about 2pm 
but Sportsman and Advanced completed a further 2 rounds each and 
Expert needed to finish theirs Sunday. There was to be a catered meal 
in the marquee but with the efforts of Peter Penissi and contacts of 
David Garle it was moved to the Coolum Rugby League club. The 
meal, AGM and auction made for a successful night at a really good 
venue; thank you David.
 
FUTABA Australia had offered an 18SZ radio as a raffle prize as their 
sponsorship of the Masters and World Cup. 50 tickets were sold off to 
go in the draw for this excellent prize. At the end of the Auction the raffle 
was drawn. Colin Briede of W.A. took out this prize.
 
Precision Aero Products sponsored the event with the donation of an 
Allure builder’s kit. After a long drawn out bidding frenzy, the prize to 
taken by Phil Spence.

Coolum Queensland

Sunday, final day, Expert completed their 3rd round, interrupted by the 
Thunderstorm, with a clear blue sky and a N.E. crosswind. Sportsman, 
Advanced and Expert completed 5 rounds F3A flew 3 rounds of P19 
and we were at the sharp end of the competition; the 2 F19 rounds for 
the top ten F3A pilots. Their flight order had been drawn at Saturday 
night’s dinner.
1st Dirk Van Der Vecht (Holland)
2nd Kevin Caton (England)
3rd Frazer Briggs (New Zealand)
4th Peter Penissi (Aus)
5th Dennis Travassaros (Aus)
6th Andrew Palmer (New Zealand)
7th Aaron Garle (Aus)
8th Russell Edwards (Aus)
9th Shayne Lysaught (Aus) – withdrew from the competition late 

Saturday night.
10th Tetsuo Onda (Japan)

This was the order for round 1, round 2 started with Dennis 
Travassaros flying first. It was an experience to watch Tetsuo Onda fly 
the F19 schedule. The whole flight was slow and precise matched by 
the look of concentration on his face.

Top to bottom:
Team Kiwi and Onda
F3A World Champion Tetsuo Onda of Japan
F3A top 9 F schedule

Words by Bill Wheeler (Australia)
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As the competition comprised two events, The Australian 
Masters and a World Cup round, round 1 of F19 would 
determine the World cup results while rounds 1 and 2 
would go towards the Masters thus.

Many thanks to
• FUTABA Australia, Model Sports Australia, 

Precision Aero Products for their sponsorship of 
the event.

• The Suncoast Model Fliers for their field and 
catering of the event for breakfast and lunch.

• FUTABA Australia for bringing the Current F3A 
World Champion to the event.

• The MAAA for their support and assistance in 
bringing current F3A World Champion Tetsuo 
Onda to our shores.

Sportsman
1st Sean Galloway (NZ)
2nd Brian Simpson
3rd Bill Wheeler

Advanced
1st Michael Smith
2nd Brian Ring
3rd Michael Paul

Expert
1st Artur Uzieblo
2nd Andrew Stiver
3rd Michael Hobson
4th  Ewan Galloway (NZ)

World Cup F3A
1st Tetsuo Onda (JAP)
2nd Derk Van der Vecht (NED)
3rd Andrew Palmer (NZ)

9th  Frazer Briggs (NZ)
11th  Hamish Galloway (NZ)

Masters Champion
Tetsuo Onda (Japan)

 

Above left:
Masters Sportsman
Above:
F3A World Cup



The weather forecast didn't look hopeful, but it was decided to go 
ahead and hope for the best. Yes, we got wind and rain, but also some 
really nice air early on Friday and Saturday until about 1100 , and pretty 
well all of Sunday.

Friday 5 April
Really nice buoyant air early on, resulting in good performances, 
especially in Open Rubber, where 6 out of 7 achieved 3 maxes each, 
and Vintage Combined, where Bill and Antony similarly got 3 maxes 
each. So, 6 in the Open Rubber flyoff , and 2 in the Vintage Combined 
flyoff. Rex Bain showed the flag in E-36.
Open Rubber  (7 flew)
1st   W. McGarvey     2nd   P. Squires    3rd  B. Gibson
Open Power  (2 flew)
1st   R.  Anderson      2nd   R.  Bain
Open Glider  (1 flew)
1st   S.  Douglas
Vintage Duration Combined  (6 flew)
1st   A. Koerbin          2nd   W.  McGarvey      3rd   R.  Anderson
E-36  (1 flew)
1st   R. Bain

Saturday 6 April
Windier today, but some lulls; cold though! Flyoffs delayed until 
Sunday, due to weather. This turned out to be a good decision It was 
flyable today , but cold so enthusiasm was lacking somewhat. Antony 
wisely flew P30 relatively early to win, convincingly and well 
deservedly.

North Island
FREE FLIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIPS
2019 Graham Lovejoy

Kiwi Power  (3 flew)
1st   B. Gibson              2nd    R. Wallace         3rd  C. Murphy
Nostalgia Duration Combined  (4 flew)
1st   W. McGarvey        2nd   B. Gibson           3rd   P. Wilson
P30  (6 flew)
1st   A. Koerbin             2nd   P. Squires          3rd   C. Murphy

Sunday 7 April
Calm and warmer today! Nice air too. Daylight Saving ended, so it was 
a lot lighter at start time. Vintage Combined flyoff resulted in a win for 
Antony with his 1941 Lamb Climber over Bill's 1939 Korda. The Open 
Rubber flyoff was won by Bill McGarvey, with Paul Squires 2nd and 
Bryce Gibson in 3rd place. Bill and Paul flew F1B's and connected with 
nice lift. Having 6 in a flyoff is quite special. Combined Catapult, Tip 
launch and Hand launch Glider was flown in ideal conditions and was 
won by Antony flying a Catapult Glider with 6 consistently good flights. 
Rob flew a Tip launch glider to a well deserved 2nd place.

We were treated to 3 lovely flights of Allan Douglas' spark ignition 
powered "Playboy Senior" model which looked and sounded 
magnificent. Flying ceased  at 2pm, but by then many had gone home.
Combined Catapult, Hand launch, Tip launch Glider         6 flew
1st  A. Koerbin         2nd    R. Wallace     3rd  P. Squires
Mini Combined  (4 flew)
1st  P. Squires          2nd   G. Lovejoy      3rd  R. Anderson
Classic Duration  (3 flew)
1st  R. Anderson       2nd   C. Murphy       3rd  R. Bain
Vintage Precision (4 flew)
1st  S. Cox                 2nd   C. Murphy       3rd  S. Douglas

While the weather was often against us, we had some good flying, and 
terrific support from the Free Flight community, many of whom had 
travelled long distances to attend.
'til next year then!

Anyone wishing a copy of the complete flight scores or a copy of the 
B a l a n c e  s h e e t  p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  G r a h a m  L o v e j o y  a t 
grahamlovejoy12@gmail.com
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To Contact the SIG Committee
1. For general enquiries, to be registered as a SIG member, and 

matters regarding competition rules, contact Don Mossop 
(Chairman & Secretary) donmossop@gmail.com 

2. To be placed on the free email circulation list for AVANZ News, 
and to contribute articles and ideas, contact Bernard Scott 
(AVANZ News Editor):  scott.scott@xtra.co.nz. 

3. To be sent free pdf plans from the AVANZ Plans Service, including 
access to the huge Co-op Plans archive, contact Mark Venter 
(AVANZ Plans Coordinator):  avanzplans@xtra.co.nz. 

4. To be sent regular updates on monthly vintage flying at Levin, 
Contact Allan Knox at allan.j.knox@gmail.com

Vintage Contest Schedule for 2018/19 Season
NNI Series  April 20 - 21                      JR Airsail
   May 18 - 19                      Tuakau
SNI Events at Levin 
Gareth Newton   May 11 – 12
John Selby   September 27 - 28
 
There will also be monthly Vintage one day meetings at Levin focusing 
on NDC events. Contact Allan Knox for regular updates on flying days.

Designs for E Rubber Texaco
Wayne Cartwright
This article aims to share my experiences and comments about model 
designs that would perform well in E Rubber Texaco.  It discusses 
flight requirements, then model size and wing loading, goes on to 
propose considerations that could be applied to select designs, and 
finally suggests six particular designs. At the end, there is a brief 
section on motors and props.

Flight Requirements
Any design selected for E Rubber Texaco should be quite versatile 
because it should perform well when it is:
1. Climbing quickly to altitude and searching for lift with relatively low 

maximum power.
2. Slow climbing and cruising at very low power for as long as 

possible when there is little or no lift. 
3. Gliding in both lift and flat air.
4. Penetrating upwind under power after working lift downwind.

For most fliers, the choice between the ‘economy run’ style - 
essentially (2) above – and the ‘thermal soaring’ style – (1), (3) and (4) 
together – will be made on the day according to weather conditions.  
To me, these requirements point to designs that provide good lift 
without a lot of induced drag and also have low overall airframe drag 
when flying faster – climbing, searching for lift, and penetrating 
forward. 

Model Size and Wing Loading are Linked
I think there is evidence that ‘size matters’.  Models in the 280 sqin – 
340 sqin range (with 260 – 300 mah batteries) seem to perform 
generally better than smaller models over a wide range of flying 
conditions.  Examples are Keith Trillo’s Yonder and my Lanzo Stick.  

Taking size a step further, 520 sqin Gollywocks have been pioneered 
by Peter Townsend and John Butcher and also flown by David Gush.  
The photo of John with his Gollywock shows that scaled-up rubber 
designs have fuselages that tend to be long and bulky – part of the 
charm, I think! These 620 sqin models perform far better than my 335 
sqin Lanzo in light and moderate conditions.  However, they seem to 
lose some of this advantage in strong breezes.  I have discussed this 
with Peter, who thinks this has more to do with a too-low wing loading 
than size.  He feels that the drag produced when the bulky fuselage 
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Wayne Cartwright

encounters gusts may also be an issue.
So far, there are no observations about the performance of even larger 
models, such as 615 sqin for 550 mah and 780 sqin for 700 mah (2 X 
350 mah in parallel). Would they perform even better?  Open 
questions like this are one of the attractive aspects of E Rubber.  Peter 
aims to experiment with one and it would be great if other fliers had a go 
too. These larger models will certainly look spectacular! 

Turning to wing loading, design selection needs to balance two 
considerations.  We would like the lowest feasible wing loading when 
climbing, cruising under low power and when in lift.  On the other hand, 
a rather higher wing loading is likely to be better when searching for lift 
and especially for penetrating in wind. 

From the ‘cube rule’, we would expect smaller models to have lower 
wing loadings that larger ones.  This is well demonstrated by a 
comparison of my 335 sqin Lanzo Stick and the 520 sqin Gollywocks.  
The Lanzo has a wing loading of 3.5 oz/sqft that was achieved without 
special effort – standard FF structure and materials, covered with Mike 
Woodhouse’s medium polyester tissue, doped.  Based on this 
example, 3.5 – 4.0 oz/sqft looks like a sensible wing loading target for 
models in the 280 – 340 sqin range.  

The situation is different for 520 sqin models.  Peter built one of his 
Gollywocks down to 3.5 oz/sqft but this was not easy and required 
excellent craftsmanship. Peter comments that although this light 
model performs well in calm air, another 520 sqin Gollywock – the one 
flown by Gavid Gush - was built to 4.40 oz/sqft and performs better in 
breezes. A wing loading around 4.5 oz/sqft could be a sensible target 
for this model size.

On this basis, an achievable wing loading for a 615 sqin model would 
probably be around 5.5 oz/sqft, and a 780 sqin model would be in the 
range 6.5 – 7.0 oz/sqft. The way in which wing loading necessarily 
increases with size is not a concern because the greater lift efficiency 
of the larger wing should compensate.

I expect that we will soon see Economy Run models that are built as 
lightly as possible, consistent with having sufficient strength, with 
provision for ballasting to cope better with wind. This will add another 
form of challenge in E Rubber competition, and call for a lot of 
experimenting and testing.

Design Considerations
In my view, there are several aspects of design to take into account, for 
both Economy Run and Thermal Soaring styles of flying:
1. Wing aspect ratio: Most designs have ARs in the range 6 – 10 and 

should be fine. Designs with ARs under 5 should be avoided due 
to higher induced drag.  ARs of 10 and above should perform very 
well provided that they are structurally robust at light weights. 

2. Airfoil section: Most designs have airfoils about 10% - 12% thick, 
usually with moderate rearward undercamber – such as Eiffel 
400.  Others have a flat bottom, such as Clark Y. All of these 
should be fine, with the thinner sections preferred due to less drag.  
Airfoils with extreme undercamber should be avoided. They may 

John Butcher with his 520sqin Gollywock
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perform well at low speeds in total calm but if they are forced to 
fly at higher speeds – to penetrate or to climb rapidly - they will 
soak up energy due to high induced drag. 

3. Form drag:  I suggest close attention to selecting designs that 
have low form drag, which is due to the shapes and sizes of the 
components of the model. I have found a blogsite that is very 
h e l p f u l  r e g a r d i n g  t h e  c a u s e s  o f  f o r m  d r a g : 
itsallrc.wordpress.com/2014/02/19/how-to-calculate-drag/.  

 According to this blog, the form drag of a wing accounts for 
about 31% of total airframe drag.  This is in addition to the 
induced drag which is produced by the wing as it generates lift 
(11% of total). The form drag of the fuselage produces about 
14% of total drag, a fixed undercarriage about 13%, and the tail 
surfaces 10%.  

 The wings of most designs are likely to be quite similar in terms 
of the form drag that they produce. Choosing the AR and airfoil 
section is all we can do about the drag of the wing.  Therefore, I 
think that it makes sense to focus on the form drag of the 
undercarriage and fuselage when selecting a design. I think 
that designs that have potential performance advantages 
have:

a. No undercarriage or a monowheel fixed in the retracted 
position. 

b. A fuselage that has small cross-section relative to length. For 
any given length, skinny is better than fat because it generates 
less form drag.  A skinny fuselage is also likely to build lighter.

4. ‘Crud drag’: Another point made in the blogsite is to reduce as 
much as possible the ‘crud drag’ (usually about 19% of total 
drag) due to control horns, pushrods, dowels and bands, 
exposed motors and wires, wrinkled covering, gaps, and so 
forth. I had thought that this did not matter much at the low 
speeds of these models, but the blogsite argues differently, so I 
now intend to pay more attention to reducing crud drag.

Some Suggested Designs
If we take the form drag criteria seriously, a large proportion of 
designs cannot be favoured because they have fuselages that are 
too bulky or have fixed undercarriages, or both. The Lanzo Stick 
and Gollywock both have relatively bulky fuselages, and so do a lot 
of other designs that are otherwise fine.  These designs can, of 
course, compete very successfully but they have a built-in 
performance disadvantage relative to the slimmer designs.

I suggest six designs that conform well to the Design 
Considerations written above.  I expect that many others could be 
found. I emphasise that these designs are suggested for their 
performance potential – certainly not for appearance!  All are shown 
here as thumbnail plans, and the sources of plans to build from are 
noted. Three of them have traditional built-up fuselages that are 
quite slim, and the others have skinny sheeted fuselages.  The slim 
built-up designs are:
1. Casano’s Championship Stick (Air Trails May 1940, with very 

good re-drawn plans available from Jim O’Reilly Plans at 
jimoreillymodelplans.com). The twin fins may be seen as a 
problem in terms of setting up a rudder, but this is actually quite 
easy to handle.  My first E Rubber model was a converted 
Wakefield with twin fins.  I set it up with two 5 gm servos in the 
fuselage under the tailplane – one for the elevator on one side 
and the other for the rudder on the other side, driven by a light 
carbon push rod through holes in the tailplane ribs. The wing 
could be strengthened with an aft lower spar.

2. Horak’s Wanderer (Model Airplane News 1945, and on Outerzone. Two 
plans are listed - the redrawn version is recommended). This pretty 
model simply looks like a fine performer. The rudder linkage can be built 
as described above in the Casano note. This design also needs the 
strength of an aft lower spar.

3. Stormont’s Australian Record Stick (Zaic Year Book 1938, and on 
Outerzone).  This model has a very ‘vintage’ look but should be an 
excellent performer due to its high AR Eiffel 400 wing.  It also has a 
triangular fuselage that should be low-drag. I would build the fuselage 
upside down with the top surface built on the board, then triangular 
formers to establish the lower longeron, and finally the cross pieces. 
The wing should be strengthened, probably using an aft lower spar.

My other three suggestions have very slim parallel-width sheet fuselages. I 
suggest that the internal structure of these sheet fuselages be carefully 
planned because it would be easy to add weight that serves no purpose. 
The designs all have a cabane wing mounting that leaves more of the wing 
free to generate lift but is also a source of form drag.  In compensation, the 
fuselages should produce very low drag. The designs are:
1. Verdi’s Rocket (Model Airplane News August 1941, published by SAM 

Speaks and at www.fullsizeplans.com. I can supply A4 pdf). David Gush 
flew a smallish one of these with success a few years ago.  It should be 
an even stronger contender at larger sizes. The plan of the fuselage 
could be a bit misleading – the fuselage length is actually 86% of the 
wingspan. The wing needs more spars, within the rules.

2. Dague’s Mulvihill Winner 1937 (Air Trails March 1938. I can provide an 
A4 pdf that includes larger rib drawings). This 
design has a slightly more bulky fuselage but 
should perform well, much like the Rocket. Its 
wing also needs more spars, within the rules.

3. Lockton Park’s 90 Minutes Tractor (Zaic Year 
Book 1938. I can provide an A4 pdf). Despite 
its very ‘vintage’ appearance, this design 
probably has the lowest drag of all my 
suggestions. The wing is flat bottomed so is 
l ikely to have less drag and better 
penetration, and the very slim triangular 
fuselage should have low form drag. Only the 
cabane is a disadvantage. Space for gear 
may be an issue at small sizes. I would 
replace the very thin full-depth spar with 
spars top and bottom, webbed in the highly 
stressed sections of the wing. The LE 
sheeting should be very light balsa.
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Motors and Props
There is a lot to be gained from testing motors and props.  My 335 sqin 
Lanzo Stick uses a Cobra 2204/58 (KV 1080) with an APC 8x6 E. This 
gives better cruise performance than an APC 8x4 E, at very low current 
draw. I have found that Cobras (including two in my 1/2Es and two E 
Duration motors) have good quality. I also use them because the 
manufacturer provides detailed test information. For Texaco, I select 

Changes in the Flying Rules of all Electric Texaco 
Classes

Voting by SIG members has approved changes in the flying rules of 
RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco, RC Classical 1/2E Texaco, RC Vintage E 
Rubber Texaco, RC Vintage E Texaco, and RC Classical E Texaco.

The changes remove from all five classes the previous rules that 
specified rounds with maxes and provision for an unlimited fly-off, and 
substitute a rule that specifies two unlimited flights, both counting.  

The rationale for the change was based on unsatisfactory experience 
with the previous rules. Many models were achieving flight times far 
higher than the maximums specified for rounds, so that contest results 
are often decided by a single unlimited fly-off score after maxing-out in 
rounds that were essentially redundant. The new rules have the 
advantage of allowing all flights to be satisfying and enjoyable 
because the model can be flown to achieve maximum performance.  

The rules for models and batteries are unchanged. It is likely that the 
average elapsed time for a flyer to complete contest flights will be 
reduced.

The new rules can be read in full in the updated ‘Vintage Flying Rules’ 
document which is posted on the Vintage SIG page of the MFNZ 
website.

motors that have low internal resistance.However, this might be 
misleading because the data refers to motors at full power, and I don’t 
know whether it is valid at low current draw.

Peter Townsend has been generous in providing motor and prop 
information for his 620 sqin models, based on extensive bench 
measurement and flight tests. He reports that:
1. The Cobra 2204/58 (KV 1080) is the lightest of the motors tried and 

works well under power.  However, when fitted with a 9 inch prop 
the motor will not stop rotating with power off because there is not 
enough EMF to hold the prop brake. This generates more drag 
when gliding.

2. The Hyperion-ZS2205-38 (KV 1430) is the best motor when current 
draw is under two amps, so it suits the ‘economy run’ flying style.

3. The AXI 2208/34 (KV 1100) is a very good and has best 
performance between 1 amp and 4 amps, so suits both ‘economy 
run’ and ‘thermal soaring’ flying styles. 

4. The APC 8x4.1 SF 3D, or 9x3.7 SF 3D props have a very thin blade, 
so have good cruising and gliding performance in light wind 
conditions with a light model.

5. The Aerostar 9x4.6 Carbon is good for fast climb and suits most 
conditions. However, it has a wide blade that reduces glide 
performance due to the prop frontal area.

6. For models around 300 sqin, the Gem Fan 7x5 SF performs better 
than the similar size APC props.

Finally, remember that the rules allow folders. I have been told of two 
experiments with gears and big folders, but as yet none have been 
flown in contests. Is this another area performance improvement? 
Models with folders would look more like the originals.

MFNZ Vintage SIG: Remit for Changes in the Battery 
Rules of the E Texaco Classes

Introduction
Our Electric Texaco classes were introduced 8 years ago. Since that 
time there has been significant improvement in battery technology and 
experience in building and flying electric models has been gained, and 
performance has increased. In the two 1/2E Texaco classes the 
allowed battery size was reduced in 2015 from 480 mah to the present 
360 mah.  However, model performance has again increased making 
the battery size rule outdated.

The Vintage SIG Committee now recommends improved rules that 
break from the tradition of a single battery size, and specify maximum 
battery capacity according to the weight of the model. This approach 
has been used successfully for several years by the Australian MAA.  
The rules proposed here are simpler and use different battery capacity 
allowances.

Although the focus is on fixing the 1/2E Texaco battery rules, the same 
weight-based approach is also proposed for the two E Texaco classes, 
for consistency. The batteries currently used in E Texaco classes will 
continue to be eligible.

The proposal is now recommended to members of the SIG for 
adoption by a majority vote of at least 75%.  A voting paper will be 
emailed to all on the Vintage interest list. 
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Remit Voting
As you know votes for the remits regarding the introduction of Spectra 
type materials for CL flying lines were to be sent to Daniel Munro, the 
CL SIG secretary at the time. Despite repeated attempts I have been 
unable to contact Daniel Munro and it turns out that he left his job in 
Gore several months ago and since then has been doing hikes around 
NZ, in training for the USA Pacific Crest Trail which is 2,600 miles long, 
and goes from the Mexico/USA border, to the Canada/USA border. 
Three days ago (April 21) he arrived in the USA and started the hike. I 
thought the votes were lost, but fortunately Richard Race has access 
to the Southern South Island Rep email account which was used to 
receive the votes, and they have been extracted and sent to me.

The results were:
Remit 1
Rule 2.4 of the CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE SAFE 
OPERATION OF CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT, Spectra 
type materials are permitted, as allowed by individual class rules. 
10 in favour, 4 against
Remit 2
Rule 1.3 of the NZMAA Flying Rules: Section 3: Control Line, Spectra 
type materials are permitted, as allowed by individual class rules. 
10 in favour, 4 against
Remit 3
CONTROL LINE AEROBATICS
Rule 3. of the NZMAA Flying Rules: Section 3: Control Line Sportsman 
Aerobatics, F2B, Sportsman and Classic Stunt, flown in New Zealand 

control line
SIG

David 
Thornley

may use lines made of braided construction "ultra high molecular 
weight polyethylene" material e.g. Spectra or Dyneema.
10 in favour, 4 against
Remit 4
SPECIFICATIONS rule 7.2d) of the NZMAA Flying Rules: Section 3: 
CONTROL LINE SLOW COMBAT RULES,  Lines: steel or ultra high 
molecular weight polyethylene type, 15.92 m length (no diameter 
restriction). Pull test equal to 20 times the model weight before every 
bout.
9 in favour, 5 against

Obviously we were unable to discover if any postal votes were received 
by Daniel. If any SIG member voted by post, please contact me ASAP.

Under the MFNZ SIG rules, of the votes cast, a 75% majority in favour 
is required for a rule change to be approved. None of the remits 
achieved this, so they all failed. 

I personally, am disappointed that the opportunity to introduce this 
modern and superior alternative for sport CL flying has been dismissed 
by those who voted against R1 & R2.

Whilst on the flying lines subject, Rob Wallace tells me that he has a 
large quantity of steel control line in stock that is for sale.

Nationals Flying Schedule
A number of CL fliers amongst us also do free flight and RC at the 
Nationals.  Trying to ensure that the number of overlapping events is 
minimised during the week is always tricky. This year Kevin Barnes has 
offered to do the programme for 2019 so hopefully co-ordination will be 
improved. If you have any events you particularly want separated you 
had best let Kevin know.

WOW
You may recall me late last year asking for CL volunteers to assist in 
putting on a public demonstration at the February Wings over 
Wairarapa event. We ended up with a team of six, and put on a great 
series of demos on the Saturday. Unfortunately the Sunday was rained 

Effects of the Proposed Changes
The 1/2E Texaco Classes
1. A wide range of battery sizes would be available, including the 

popular 180, 260, 300 and 350 mah sizes.   
2. No current models would be disadvantaged on the basis of weight 

or wing loading.
3. The fixed relationship between weight and energy means that 

people would be free to choose to build lighter or heavier, without 
penalty either way. This would open the way for those wanting to 
try a light wing loading or to build a heavier sport-type design, 
without the battery rule providing any inherent advantage to either.

4. A flier wanting to use a favoured bigger battery could always do this 
by ballasting the model to the required dry weight. 

5. Builders with relatively heavy models are not disadvantaged, and 
models that may be lying unused due to being over 8oz/sq.ft could 
become competitive.

6. The size of 18 oz models should still be ‘small’ - roughly the same 
size as 1/2A models.  

The E Texaco Classes
The 17 mah/oz allowance for 2S has been selected so that current 
batteries continue to be used. The effects listed above as (3) – (5) apply 
to E Texaco as well as 1/2E Texaco.

Remit
In the rules for RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco and RC Classical 1/2E Texaco:
• In Rules 5.4.2 and 5.7.2 replace the present wording with:
  All Radio Control General Rules (see Section 2) apply,     

except Rule 2.1.6. There is no wing loading rule.

• In Rules 5.4.3 and 5.7.3 replace the present wording with:
‘  Dry weight’ is the weight of the model without the drive  

battery.
• In Rules 5.4.4 and 5.7.4 replace the present wording with
  Maximum dry weight is 18 oz and maximum wing area is 350 

sqin.
• In Rules 5.4.5 and 5.7.5 replace the present wording with:
  The drive battery is LiPo with maximum manufacturer’s 

rated  capacity chosen from one of the following: 
  a.    40 mah per oz dry weight if 1 cell is used(1S), 
  b.   20 mah per oz dry weight if 2 cells are in series (2S), 
  c.   13 mah per oz dry weight if 3 cells are in series (3S).
and
In the rules for RC Vintage E Texaco and RC Classical E Texaco:
• In Rules 5.5.2 and 5.8.2 replace the present wording with:
  All Radio Control General Rules (see Section 2) apply,  

except Rule 2.1.6. There is no wing loading rule.
• In Rules 5.5.3 and 5.8.3 replace the present wording with:
‘  Dry weight’ is the weight of the model without the drive 

battery.
• In Rules 5.5.4 and 5.8.4 replace the present wording with:
There is no upper or lower limit on dry weight.
• In Rules 5.5.5 and 5.8.5 replace the present wording with:
  The drive battery is LiPo with maximum manufacturer’s 

rated  capacity chosen from one of the following:
  a.    34 mah per oz dry weight if 1 cell is used (1S), 
  b.    17 mah per oz dry weight if 2 cells are in series (2S), 
  c.    11 mah per oz dry weight if 3 cells are used in series 

(3S).
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and blown out. Our demos were integrated with the MFNZ displays 
and it was a really good day. My detailed report should be elsewhere in 
this edition of MFW.

World Championships Attendance Awards
We have been asked by the competition secretary to submit details 
participants at the last two world championships so that they could be 
awarded their representation pins etc. (which has been overlooked by 
MFNZ) Kevin Barnes has done this, and I understand these will be 
presented at the 2020 nats.

New TR Records
A number of new CL TR records have been established this year and 
Alan Knox has done a great job ensuring they are recorded. He 
emailed me:
"Dave, you asked me to let you know when the CL record situation was 
sorted out.
If you have a look at the NZ Records you will see a bunch of new 
Control Line records. These have come from the Nats and from 
subsequent claims. F2C I think has had rule changes to restrict the 
engine noise and this has lowered performance according to Glen 
Lewis. That is why a record has been superseded and a new record 
claimed with a slower time.
If the SIG could let me know when rule changes make it harder to 
achieve a fast time then I can move the existing record to Superseded 
and open up the class for new record claims again.
I believe this is what the FAI do, so perhaps they may provide guidance 
on when this is appropriate."

Since all the CL records are TR and Speed related, if someone 
from those classes could volunteer to take on the job of record 
results co-ordinator. that would help Alan in the future. Let me 
know if you are willing to help. 

Combat Streamers.
The usual material for combat streamers is plastic table cloth cut into 
strips. The South Island combaters have been using bio-degradable 
tape (as used by forestry workers for marking trees) to make 
streamers. Not only is it environmentally friendly, the streamers are 
easier to make by simply winding the tape around two chairs spaced 
the right distance apart and then cutting through the lot in one go. 
Trouble is, for some reason they are no longer available at Farmlands. 
Seems strange that an environmentally friendly material had been 
withdrawn. If any one knows of a reliable source please let me know.

New Control Line Flying New Zealand Face Book 
Group.
This is a new facebook public group that at the moment focuses on the 
enjoyment side of control line flying. Long may it continue.

Here is picture from it of John Carrodus flying CL from his revolving 
chair which is necessary because of his bad hip. It's difficult to keep a 
dedicated CL'r down!

John emailed me a month time ago with a plea for some local 
experienced CL fliers to go along to the AFFC flying site at Bruce 
McLaren School and help in training up the increasing number of 
newbies they have there. There must be some local Auckland CL fliers 
prepared to spend a little time introducing the magic circle to new 
blood. Remember CL is much more than flying for competitions, it can 
be FUN also. If you can help, contact Gerald Wimmer.    
 

NMAC gets the circular itch.
Control line in the North Shore MAC also seems to be blossoming. In 
March, they announced that they had created a permanent grass CL 
circle at their field and have a growing interest in the sport. Adrian 
Hamilton and I contacted them with the result that they are happy to 
run a round of the 2019 NISS at their field in early October. This will fit 
nicely into the NISS calendar as one of the early events. Maybe we 
could also run some grass team race if there was interest. 

Finally here below is a pic that was taken at the 2019 Nats 
competitions at Matamata recreation ground, WAS YOURS 
THERE? IF NOT, WHY NOT?
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Please don’t forget about our local events on the soaring calendar 
and really make and effort to attend. The NDC calendar is another 
great mixture of events you can do at club level and follow up on 
with national results in the MFW.

Upcoming events.
Jun   NDC Event 82, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Jun   NDC Event 83, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Jun   NDC Event 84, ALES Radian Class P
Jun   1st - 2nd F3K Round 2 NI Series - Levin.
Jun   7th - 10th International Jerilderie Australia
Jun   13th - 15th Aerotow Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Rd. to be confirmed
Jun   29th - 30th FAI F5J, Matamata.
Jul    NDC Event 85, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Jul    NDC Event 86, Thermal A (Open)
Jul    NDC Event 87, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )
Jul    NDC Event 88, ALES 123 Class N
Jul    14th - 20th World Champs FAI F3K - Jakabszállás - Hungary
Jul    27th - 28th F3B Round 2 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
Aug  NDC Event 89, Thermal B (10 min)
Aug  NDC Event 90, X5J Unlimited Class O
Aug  7th -18th World Champs FAI F5J, Trnava, Slovakia
Aug  NDC Event 91, Thermal D (F500)
Sep  NDC Event 92, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Sep  NDC Event 93, ALES Radian Class P
Sep  NDC Event 94, Thermal  J (2,4,6,8,10)
Sep  26th Soarchamps - F3B (Also R3 NI Series) - Hawkes Bay
Sep  27th Soarchamps -  Premier Duration - Hawkes Bay
Sep  28th Soarchamps - F5J and ALES Radian - Hawkes Bay
Sep  29th Soarchamps -  F3K - Hawkes Bay
Sep  NDC Event 95, ALES 123 Class N
Oct   NDC Event 96, ALES Radian Class P
Oct   NDC Event 97, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Oct   NDC Event 98, FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )
Oct   2nd - 3rd Southern Fling F3K & F3K Rd 3 NI series  Matamata
Nov  NDC Event 99, F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
Nov  NDC Event 100, ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
Nov  NDC Event 101, Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
Nov  23rd - 24th F3B Round 4 NI Series - Hawkes Bay
Dec  7th - 8th SI Electric FAI F5J, Christchurch.

June 7th - 10th International Jerilderie Australia
We have a great bunch of people heading to Jerilderie this year. This is 
one of the best series of competitions in the southern hemisphere with 
FAI F5J,F3J and F3K disciplines being flown. Those known to be 
going include Andrew Stiver, Andrew Hiscock, Rob Johnston, John 
Shaw, Len Drabble, David Griffin, Joe Wurts and Kevin Botherway

July 14th - 20th International WC F3K - Jakabszállás - 
Hungary
The first team attending World Championships this year is the F3K 
team of Pilots Peter Williams, Joe Wurts and Kevin Botherway with 
Jonathan Shorer as Team Manager. A strong World class team. All the 
best guys.

Aug 7th -18th International WC F5J, Trnava, Slovakia
The second team attending World Championships this year is the F5J 
team of Pilots David Griffin, Joe Wurts and Kevin Botherway with Rob 
Johnston as Team Manager. This is the first FAI F5J WC event and we 
wish the team every success.

2020 Asia-Pacific F3K Open
 

We have confirmation of New Zealand's bid for the F3K APO (Asian 
Pacific Open) for 2020. This event will be in Hawkes Bay in September 
2020.  For the FB page Google "2020 Asia-Pacific F3K Open FB".
Please let Kevin Botherway know if you wish to help. We will require 
some people to organise mostly on field requirements. We are 
expecting NZ and overseas pilots to number between 50 to 70 pilots.

NDC F5J
This year's calendar sees F5J added to the list of NDC soaring events. 
The first completion was in April. The rules are the FAI F5J rules plus 
those listed below under remit 1. 

Remits
The first remit below was tabled at the Nats AGM. Remit 1 is to be 
trialled this year. If you have any submission or comment to make 
regarding either remits below then please email us your thoughts.

A special meeting to be held at the NZ Soarchamps.

NZMAA FLYING RULES
Section 5: Soaring

REMIT 1:  Add F5J to the Preface page for clarifying NDC rules for 
scoring - SOAR-SIG (note - all new wording)
F5J
a)  All references to national teams, team managers etc. do not apply
 National Decentralised Contest Format (NDC) 
b)  A NDC contest will comprise 4 rounds.
c)  Contest rules as per FAI Section 4 – Aeromodelling Volume F5 

Radio Control Electric Powered Model Aircraft
d)  Disregard 5.5.11.12.m and score the sum of the Raw Scores from 

the four rounds.
e)  A 10:00 minute working time to start and stop the round must be 

strictly and accurately enforced. 
f)  Scoring as per 5.5.11.12. - Flight time max is 10min (600 points) less 

recorded start height points as per 5.5.11.12.e plus landing max of 
50 as per 5.5.11.12.h. Note rules for overtime penalties. No points if 
more than 75m from the landing spot.

REMIT 2:  Add 2.4.6; defining distance landing limit to give a strong 
incentive to return the plane to a designated area.  It is good for safety 
purposes, and should result in a more competitive and fair event.  - 
SOAR-SIG (note - all new wording)

2.4.6
The Flight is cancelled and recorded as a zero score if during landing, 
the nose of the model aircraft does not come to rest within 75 meters of 
the centre of the competitor's designated landing spot.

Height Limiters - ALES events.
Since the introduction of ALES events there have been times when 
contest directors have permitted electric models without Height limiting 
switches to participate on the basis of timed motor runs only.
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ALES models flown in ALES events must have a height limiting switch 
or device. Models vary too much in motor performance to rely on timed 
runs and this can be extremely unfair on other contestants who have 
the height limiters fitted in their models.

All Nationals, Soarchamps, NDC and SIG events will require the use of 
height limiters. We recommend Clubs flying ALES events encourage 
their members to fit height limiters if they haven't already done so.

2019 Soaring Shirt

26th - F3B (Also R3 NI Series)
27th - Premier Duration

28th - F5J and ALES
29th - F3K

26th - F3B (Also R3 NI Series)
27th - Premier Duration

28th - F5J and ALES
29th - F3K

nzsoaringtc@hotmail.comnzsoaringtc@hotmail.com

2019 NZ Soaring Champs
September - Hawkes Bay

There is a 2019 soaring shirt sorted this 
will cover all our disciplines for teams 
going away so please get your order in 
to support the teams.
Contact Jonathan Shorer..................... 
jonshorer@xtra.co.nz

 NZ Soarchamps 2019
The 2019 Soarchamps will be held in 
Hawkes Bay again this year. 

This is a move from the scheduled 
location of Matamata. The flying field in 
HB is guaranteed and accommodation 
normally plentiful.

Four days of great soaring.
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The Scale SIG recently assisted the North Shore Model Club run an 
entry to scale flying competition. This event followed on from a talk that 
the SIG gave to the club recently on scale flying. This competition was 
a club only affair and was well attended by about 14 club members 
who, on the whole, seemed to enjoy the event. It was based on a 
simple format with just 4 manoeuvres judged – Take off, Descending 
Circle, Horizontal Eight and Landing. The intent was to show that you 
can fly your models in a different way and also to bring some discipline 
to some of the flying basics.

Hobby City provided some prizes and a trophy which were appreciated 
by the group.

A lot was learned from the event and the club are keen to do this next 
year.  We are happy to help other clubs do this if they wish. 

F4C and H Rule Changes:
The current 2019 FAI rules are currently posted on the FAI website 
https://www.fai.org/sites/default/files/documents/sc4_vol_f4_scale_1
9_v2.pdf  

Since these rules have been posted, there has been a CIAM meeting 
in Switzerland. There have been some changed and clarifications to 
the rules. These below will come into effect in June 2019 and two 
Sporting Code Rules (6.9.4.3  and 6.9.4.4 ) will come into effect in 
2020.

Here is a summary below of the changes that will affect us this year:

Annex 6A F4B, C and G Judges’ Guide – Static Judging

6A.1.9 Documentation for Proof of Scale 
The static judges have a difficult task to do in a short period of time. 
Documentation should therefore be presented in a format that can be 
quickly and accurately assessed. Superfluous or contradictory 
evidence should be avoided. A stiff A2 size sheet is considered to be 
the largest that may be comfortably handled by the judges. It will assist 
the judges if the documentation is presented in a format that reflects 
the sequence of the judging aspects, eg: Side view, End view, Plan 
view, Markings, Colour, etc. If a specific photograph is required to 
document more than one of the judging aspects, it must be repeated 
on the relevant page to avoid that the judges have to continually turn 
pages back and forth to cross reference.

6.9.2. Eligibility 
Any model which has previously been placed in the top five (5) in a 
Continental or World Championship F4C competition during the last 6 
years, including repaints and rebuilds, will NOT be permitted in F4H. 
The requirement for the competitor to have constructed his own model 
(rule 6.1.9.4.e) is not applicable to Stand-Off Scale. 

6.9.4.2 Originality of Model 
This is an assessment of the extent to which the scale accuracy of the 
model is due to the effort of the competitor. Maximum marks will be 
awarded to a model which is built, covered and painted in its entirety by 
the competitor (own design, from drawings or a traditional kit). A model 
which is covered and painted might score a little less. An ARTF model 
will score close to zero (unless evidence is presented of extensive 
modification by the competitor).

6.9.5 Static Judging 
Item    K-factor
Scale Accuracy
 Side view  K=  7
 Front view  K=  7
 Top view   K=  7
Colour
 Accuracy  K=  4
 Complexity  K=  2
Markings
 Accuracy  K=  7
 Complexity  K=  3
 Realism   K=  7
 Originality of Model  K=  6
Total      K=  50
           
Normalisation:
The total of the competitors’ static scores will be normalised to 500 
points as follows:
 Static Pointsx =  Sx/Sw x 500
Where:
 Static Pointsx = Normalised Static Score for competitor x
 Sx = Static Score for competitor x and
 Sw = Highest Static Score

6F.3  Originality of Model 
a)  The judge must examine the Competitors Declaration including any 

supporting evidence presented by the competitor and if necessary 
question the competitor, in order to evaluate the extent to which the 
competitor has contributed to the model. A maximum of 10 marks 
should only be awarded to a model which is entirely built by the 
competitor. The score must be reduced according to the effort the 
competitor as contributed to the model. A prebuilt model should 
score a zero. 

b)  The following should be used as a guide: 
 i)  Competitor built (own construction, from plan or kit) covered 

and painted       10 points 
 ii)  Covered and painted the model   8 points 
 iii)  Painted the model    6 points 
 iv)  Modified markings on ARF   4 points 
 v)  Any unmodified ARF   2 points 
 vi)  Not any achievement on the model (prebuilt & prepainted) 
      0 points

Depending on the declaration regarding self-made and modified parts, 
intermediate points may be awarded at the discretion of the static 
judges.

6.3.1.  General Characteristics 
Maximum weight of the complete model aircraft without fuel in flying 
condition including any dummy pilot: 15 kg (≈150 Newton)
Model aircraft using electric motors as a power source shall be 
weighed without batteries used for those motors.
Motive Power: Rocket or pulse jet engines are not permitted. 
Note: For all other scale model aircraft specifications see Volume; 
CIAM General Rules Section B, Paragraph B.1.3 General 
Characteristics of Model Aircraft.

6.3.1.1.  Radio Control Equipment
Permitted:
Radio control equipment shall be of the open loop type; i.e. no 
electronic feedback from the model aircraft to the ground except for 
telemetry systems that monitor batteries, engines and fuel. 

The use of any electronic stability device on three primary flight 
controls. 

Not Permitted:
a)  The use of GPS devices/data or any other satellite based system
b) The use of any navigational positioning sensors which provide 

altitude or heading hold positioning.
c)  Pre-programmable devices for flight manoeuvres

IMPORTANT NOTE: Apart from the Tx, any device which can be 
used for programming, e.g laptop, tablet and any dedicated input 
device is not permitted at the flight line at any time.
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Background
The NZ rules currently put limits on the materials that can be used to 
build the models. In effect this means models must be built only from 
balsa, and any carbon reinforcing used is added to the balsa. 

The equivalent FAI class is F1N and has no such limits. F1N models 
use a mix of materials; typically they have flaps from foam, and a 
fuselage that is a carbon tube or carbon rod.

F1N is rapidly gaining popularity in Europe, contests are drawing very 
good entries and many new designs are being created. This rules 
proposal is that we open up the NZ rules by adopting the construction 
material rule from F1N (ie no limits), all other existing NZ rules would 
remain.

This proposed change would align us with the rest of the world, and 
allow model designs from overseas to be built and flown in NZ. It would 
also reduce the difficulty of getting the very rare, very high quality balsa 
required to build a competitive model. Existing models built to the 
current rules would still be eligible.

A good source of information on F1N is YouTube, or on Facebook, in 
the group “Everything about F1N”.

Current rules
5.1. INDOOR HAND LAUNCH GLIDER
a) Construction shall be solid wood
b) Surface reinforcement may be attached to the outer surface of the 
wood
c) Hand launch
d) The best two flights of ten shall determine placings and records
e) All attempts count as a flight
f) Timing shall be recorded to the nearest tenth of a second

Proposed change
5.0 FREE FLIGHT: INDOOR- Model Rules
5.1. INDOOR HAND LAUNCH GLIDER
a) Models with variable area (e.g. folding wings) are not permitted. The 
number of models eligible for entry by each competitor is three. 
b) Hand launch
c) The best two flights of ten shall determine placings and records
d) All attempts count as a flight
e) Timing shall be recorded to the nearest tenth of a second

Proposed change to NZ Indoor Hand 
Launch Glider

The Westpac Stadium at Morrinsville has finally been measured to the 
highest part of the ceiling which was 11.750 metres which confirms it as 
a Category 2 size Hall for record purposes. David Jackson has now had 
his Hanger Rat flights at the last Nationals confirmed as an inaugural 
Cat 2 record under the new 6 gram minimum weight rule. His two flight 
times were 3:41, 3:51, combined total is 7 minutes 31seconds. 
Hopefully there will be challengers out there to challenge those times. 
Maybe some of the Soaring Rockers?

The Free flight Sig now has an official email address which future 
proofs any change in Secretary. Currently David Ackery the Free Flight 
SIG Secretary, receives those emails. The email address is : 
ffsig@modelflyingnz.org

A suggestion has been made for the next Nationals Combined FAI 
event to be an FAI World Cup event. The Sig has discussed this at 
length and is keen to give it a try. There is some interest from our Aussie 
colleagues especially F1C flyers (power models). If you have never 
seen these models fly then come out and have a look. You will be 

Voting Form

I vote for the remit             I vote against the remit

Name

MFNZ Membership number

Residential address

Email address

Telephone number 

This is a postal vote as we hope to have this change 
in place before the next Nationals at Carterton.

Remit to change Indoor Hand Launch Glider

impressed. Running a World Cup is a lot more formal with a jury 
required and a bit more effort in recording and running the events. If 
anyone who is interested in assisting on the day can help us please 
phone me, Robert Wallace : 0274344027 or email ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz

F1D World Champs trials process has been developed by the SIG and 
trials are currently under way. The Trials rules should be on the MFNZ 
website by the time you read this. These models are incredibly light 
weight and require intense effort to build. 

The North Island Free Flight Champs held in Carterton in April went off 
reasonably well and had a good turnout. By the time you read this the 
Waikato free Flight Champs will hopefully have been flown at the Piako 
Road site. If you are running an event later in the year, please try and 
advertise it to go in the magazine prior to the event. Not always possible 
I know. Is anyone keen to organize a contest in say, June.  A Murph’s 
Midwinter Madness perhaps?

Robert Wallace Free Flight SIG Chairman

To be valid the form must be posted or emailed to the Secretary of 
the FF Sig by the date specified with all fields completed.

FF SIG Secretary 
Email: ffsig@modelflyingnz.org

FF SIG Secretary 
David Ackery
19 Willcott St, Mt Albert
Auckland 1025
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NDC
New Records: 
The records have been tumbling. A number were set at the 
Nats, particularly in Control Line. Some existing records have 
been moved into superseded opened up again for claims. 
This is because the rules have changed significantly making it 

Recording Ofcer’s Report
Allan Knox

harder to achieve results in these classes. Examples of this are the soaring event winch line 
being shortened and the landing tape being made tougher a few years back.  For this 
reason a bunch of Thermal events are open again for fresh record claims. An FAI control 
line class has had a more restrictive silencer change and that has cut speed so that too has 
been opened up and reclaimed already.

So what records are new since Xmas?....Well that guy Joe Wurts continues to dominate 
soaring with three more records.
• NDC F3K Tasks B, D, G and H     Open    Joe Wurts     
 Model Flying Hawks Bay    2189 seconds
• Thermal J (2, 4, 6, 8, 10mins)    Open    Joe Wurts     
 Model Flying Hawks Bay    2295 pts (Just 5 off perfect)
• NDC F5J 4 round s raw scores   Open   Joe Wurts  
 Model Flying Hawkes Bay  2353.5 pts

Kevin Botherway flew with Joe in F5J and tells me the conditions were far from ideal with 
drizzle coming through.  Joe still managed excellent flights averaging just 144 meters for his 
launch heights in F5J assuming he flew perfect scores for flight time and landings. Joe 
designed the radical looking Plus model he used for this event. It’s available from Vladimir’s 
Models. 
 
We had a whole slew of records from the Control line fraternity carrying on from where they 
left off last year.
• Team Race Class F2C Heat          Open   24-Feb-19   Glen Lewis/Robert Bolton   
 3 mins 17.51 secs       NOCLASS MAC/New Plymouth MAC
• Classic FAI Team Race Heat   Open  23-Feb-19   Rod Brown/Brendan Robinson  
 4 min 5.75 sec                New Plymouth MAC
• Classical FAI Team Race Heat     Open  Jan 2019 Nats   Rod Brown/Brendan Robinson  

New Plymouth MAC 4-06.14
• Classical FAI Team Race Final    Open  Jan 2109 Nats   Rod Brown New Plymouth 

MAC/ Glen Lewis NOCLASS MAC  8-27.04
• F2F Team Race Final       Open Jan 19 Nats  Rob Wallace Model Flying Hawkes 

Bay / Andrew Robinson New Plymouth MAC    8-42.99

Free Flight also has established a new record for a new class. This one set at the Nats
• E36     Open    Jan 2019 Nats   David Ackery   Auckland Free Flight Club         341 points

Indoor has a new Hangar Rat record to set in the big venue at the Nats making it a Cat 2 
record.

• Hangar Rat Cat 2   Jan 2019 Nats   Dave Jackson   Whangarei  MAC     7mins 31 secs

National  Decentralised  Competition (The country’s biggest model 
contest?)
 Refer http://www.modelflyingnz.org/results.html
The continued upswing in NDC participation is very gratifying, particularly in Soaring. Some 
of those who started with Radians are acquiring higher performance electric models with a 
view to doing better in the more challenging Electric classes like the new NDC version of 
F5J as well as ALES 200, ALES 123 and X5J Unlimited which are all proving popular.

Joe Wurts with his record setting Plus A. A Joe 
design built by Vladimir

Barry Hall (Wellington MAC) with his new all carbon 
3 metre Aloha. It’s just 850 grams ready to fly. 
Amazing. Rex Ashwell in Marlborough has one too.

Christchurch MAC Soaring Contest: L to R: Roger 
Owers, Peter France, Anton Nikiloff (Kaiapoi), Ian 
Harvey (kneeling), Dave Griffon(standing), Alec 
Taylor and Phil Pohio (Waimak).

Even the old winch launched classes are 
showing better entries this year as some of the 
newer electric guys take an interest. It has 
been nice to see a few of the countries Aces 
having a go at club level too. Joe’s  new 
records came in NDC events.

It’s great to see my old club mates at 
Christchurch MAC getting back into NDC 
competitions. (Thanks Dave and Ian).  CMAC 
have taken the initiative to pull glider fliers from 

other local clubs into their events. It all has to be 
good for Canterbury soaring. CMAC has built its 
club calendar around NDC for as long as I can 
remember and has been a regular NDC winning 
club over the years. If soaring gets going again and 
combined with their strong free flight scene, 
CMAC will be a force to be reckoned with once 
again.
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.
Control line too is showing solid entries and the number of records 
broken lately shows just how well they are doing.

Vintage has relatively low participation despite many classes and 
opportunities throughout the year. A very competitive group lead by 
Barrie Russell and friends in Hawkes Bay are really embracing the 
vintage and classical events. These guys are usually at the top of the 
results. I know other clubs are flying vintage models regularly and it 
would be nice if they had a go at NDC too. Every vintage and classical 
class is in the calendar twice a year.
 
  Keep up the good work everyone and remember, send me brief 
reports and pictures of your NDC flying.

Incorrect entry of results: If you realise you have messed up your 
results data entry after submission then do a fresh submission with the 
corrected data and put a note in the score field to say corrected and I 
will pick it up and delete the earlier incorrect submission. No worries.
Allan Knox (allan.j.knox@gmail.com)

You can a lways check resul ts  updated monthly  at 
http://www.modelflyingnz.org/results.html
Find all records at  http://www.modelflyingnz.org/nzrecords.html

Hawkes Day Vintage Fliers: L to R – Barrie Russell, Brett Robinson, Stan 
Nicholas and Derek Barber.  

Allan Knox, 
12 Halladale Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014. 
allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950RESULTSNDC

Free Flight    
"2 Catapult Launched Glider"    
1 Dave Jackson  060  196  
2 Rachael Jackson 060 175  
"3 Hand Launched Glider"    
1 Dave Jackson  060  257  
"8 P30"    
1 P Squires  038  447  
2 Graham Lovejoy 038  299  
3 John Beresford  009  218  
4 Stewart Morse   009  184  
5 Bruce Weatherall 009  103  
"12 Open Tissue"    
1 Kay Long  009  355  
2 Bill Long  009  350  
3 Neville Robinson 009  151  
"13 FAI F1L Indoor Rubber"    
1 Bill Long  009  436  
2 Kay Long  009  250  
3 Neville Robinson 009  153  
"14 FAI FIB  Rubber"    
1 P Squires  038  1347  
2 Graham Lovejoy 038  900  
"15 Indoor Hand Launch Glider"    
1 Dave Jackson  060  60.6  
2 Allan Lawrence  025  47.4  
3 Daniel Walker  060  45.5  
4 Alec Fuller  025  43.7  
5 Steve Blackman 025  38.5  
6 Nathan Walker  060  37.9  
7 Tawhai Webby  060  30.6  
"16 Open Rubber"    
1 Antony Koerbin  038  780  
2 Paul Squires  038  540  
3 John Beresford  009  420  
4 Graham Lovejoy 038  398  
5 Chris Murphy  056  390  
6 Stewart Morse  009  321  
7 Lynn Rodway  009  319  
8 Bruce Weatherall 009  207  
"17 Kiwi Power"    
1 Rex Bain  015  356  
2 Chris Murphy  056  322  
3 Stewart Morse  009  311  

4 Lynn Rodway  009  237  
5 Bryce Gibson  029  84  
"18 Kennedy Precision"    
1 John Beresford  009  230  
2 Stewart Morse  009  139  
3 Lynn Rodway  009  98  
"19 Aggregate"    
1 Daniel Walker  060  499  
2 Tawhai Webby  060  309  
3 Dave Jackson  060  268  
"21 Hanger Rat"    
1 Kay Long  009  494  
2 Bill Long  009  365  
3 Daniel Walker  060  288  
4 Allan Lawrence  025  266  
5 Dave Jackson  060  262  
6 Nathan Walker  060  254  
7 Alan Reed  025  252  
8 Graham Main  060  147  
"30 Catapult Launched Glider"    
1 Allan Knox  056  237  
"33 FAI F1L Indoor Rubber"    
1 Bill Long  009  762  
2 Kay Long  009  732  
3 Neville Robinson 009  689  
     

Soaring    
“68 ALES Radian Class P"    
1 Rex Ashwell  022  1399  
2 Brian Mogford  022  1368  
3 Carl McMillan  022  1240  
4 Phil Elvy  022  1219  
5 Phil Sparrow  022  1139  
6 Trev Faulkner  022  1130  
7 Sam Laidlaw  024  1020  
8 Peter Smith  022  942  
"69 Thermal A (Open)"    
1 Peter Williams  056  1367  
2 Allan Knox  056  1355  
3 Clifton King  056  1282  
"71 ALES 123 Class N"    
1 Peter Glassy  056  943  
2 Garry Morgan  022  933  
3 Phil Elvy  022  889  

4 Rex Ashwell  022  823  
5 Allan Knox  056  786  
6 Clifton King  056  766  
7 Carl McMillan  022  751  
8 Barry Hall  056  748  
9 Peter Smith  022  713  
10 Brian Mogford  022  666  
11 Trev Faulkner  022  536  
"72 X5J Unlimited Class O"    
1 Garry Morgan  022  2349  
2 Phil Elvy  022  2348  
3 Allan Knox  056  2335  
4 Trevor Glogau  056  2300  
5 Peter Glassy  056  2290  
6 Barry Hall  056  2277  
7 Rex Ashwell  022  2272  
8 Allan Baker  022  2269  
9 Phil Sparrow  022  2241  
10 Trev Faulkner  022  2202  
11 Clifton King  056  2192  
12 Peter Smith  022  2162  
13 Warren Whitcher 056  2086  
14 Brian Mogford  022  1989  
15 Carl McMillan  022  1685  
"73 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H  (total raw scores)"    
1 Joe Wurts  018  2189  
2 Kevin Botherway 018  2065  
3 Andrew Hiscock 018  2064  
4 Peter Williams  056  1991  
5 Peter Glassy  056  1931  
6 Jono Ashton  056  1928  
7 Wynn Robins  015  1922  
8 Kevin Campbell 018  1850  
9 Steve Warner  059  1754  
10 David James  030  1711  
11 Clifton King  056  1694  
12 Stew Cox  056  1611  
13 Gavin Rhodes  056  1569  
14 Len Drabble  056  1560  
15 Warren Whitcher 056  1559  
16 Allan Knox  056  1487  
17 Bruce Clarke  044  954  
18 Steve Charles  015  942  
19 Rex Ashwell  022  705  
20 Gordon Attwood 056  182  
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"74 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 
3.13.7)"    

1 Dave Griffin  009  2586  
2 Garry Morgan  022  2326  
3 Phil Elvy  022  2276  
4 Ian Harvey  009  2240  
5 Alec Taylor  009  2210  
6 Rex Ashwell  022  2108  
7 Anton Nikoloff  019  2090  
8 Trev Faulkner  022  1949  
9 Keith Elliott  056  1914  
10 Brian Mogford  022  1852  
11 Allan Knox  056  1786  
12 Peter France  009  1724  
13 Carl McMillan  022  1701  
14 Rodger Owers  009  1604  
15 Allan Baker  022  1403  
16 Peter Smith  022  1259  
17 Clifton King  056  1202  
18 Phil Sparrow  022  1093  
19 Phil Pohio  093  1071  
20 Barry Hall  056  920  
"75 ALES Radian Class P"    
1 Keith Elliott  056  1398  
2 Trev Faulkner  022  1355  
3 Phil Sparrow  022  1338  
4 Rex Ashwell  022  1326  
5 Phil Pohio  093  1288  
6 Bruce McKay  030  1277  
7 Garry Morgan  022  1262  
8 Peter Smith  022  1262  
9 Carl McMillan  022  1259  
10 Brian Mogford  022  1224  
11 Phil Elvy  022  1193  
12 Warren Turner  030  1158  
13 Greg Findon  030  1149  
14 Dave Griffin  009  1130  
15 Peter France  009  1106  
16 Rodger Owers  009  1080  
18 Len Ruby  030  1067  
19 Alec Taylor  009  1043  
20 Allan Knox  056  1030  
21 Barry Hall  056  1005  
22 Clifton King  056  994  
23 Ian Harvey  009  963  
24 Merv Matthews  030  920  
25 Bruce Woodfield 030  753  
"76 Thermal  J (2,4,6,8,10)"    
1 Joe Wurts  018  2295  
2 Kevin Botherway 018  2277  
3 Dave Griffin  009  2272  
4 John Shaw  009  2264  
5 Andrew Hiscock 018  2246  
6 Ian Harvey  009  2113  
"77 ALES Radian Class P"    
1 Joe Wurts  018  1409  
2 Kevin Botherway 018  1405  
3 Andrew Hiscock 018  1401  
4 Brian Mogford  022  1372  
5 Garry Morgan  022  1348  
6 Peter Smith  022  1335  
7 Trevor Glogau  056  1316  
8 Trev Faulkner  022  1281  

9 Allan Knox  056  1259  
10 Rex Ashwell  022  1254  
11 Phil Sparrow  022  1237  
12 Michael Cuthbert 056  1231  
13 Keith Elliott  056  1163  
14 Carl McMillan  022  1148  
15 Barry Hall  056  1025  
16 Phil Elvy  022  964  
"78 FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )"    
1 Joe Wurts  018  2353.5  
2 Dave Griffin  009  2215.5  
3 Andrew Hiscock 018  2214.5  
4 Peter France  009  2202  
5 Alec Taylor  009  2168  
6 Kevin Botherway 018  2150  
7 John Shaw  009  2028.5  
8 Rodger Owers  009  1980.5  
9 Allan Knox  056  1880.5  
10 Ian Harvey  009  1673  
11 Anton Nikoloff  019  1355  
12 Phil Sparrow  022  1185.5  
13 Rex Ashwell  022  1177.5  
14 Garry Morgan  022  1160  
15 Phil Elvy  022  654  
16 Phil Pohio  093  545  
17 Keith Elliott  056  178.5  
     

Vintage    
"112 RC Vintage 1/2A Texaco"    
1 Allan Knox  056  2326  
"113 RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco"    
1 Allan Knox  056  1785  
"116 FF Vintage Rubber Duration"    
1 Stewart Morse  009  339  
2 Lynn Rodway  009  337  
"117 RC Vintage IC Duration"    
1 Stew Cox  056  1280  
2 Allan Knox  056  1148  
3 David Thornley  037  772  
4 Warner Summerton 078  713  
5 Barrie Russell  018  700  
6 Bryan Treloar  079  683  
7 Terry Beaumont 078  644  
"118 RC Vintage E Duration"    
1 Barrie Russell  018  1326  
2 Stan Nicholas  018  981  
3 Allan Knox  056  952  
4 Brett Robinson  018  876  
5 Grant Fulton  018  817  
6 Jonathan Shorer 021  802  
7 Stu Hubbard  079  791  
8 John Dunstan  009  550  
"119 RC Classical E Duration"    
1 Barrie Russell  018  1360  
2 Brett Robinson  018  803  
"122 RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco"    
1 Allan Knox  056  2555  
2 Barrie Russell  018  2387  
3 Brett Robinson  018  1428  
4 Derek Barber  018  889  
"123 RC Vintage A Texaco"    
1 Bryan Treloar  079  2692  
2 Allan Knox  056  1844  
3 Warner Summerton 078  1436  

"124 RC Vintage E Texaco"    
1 Barrie Russell  018  3260  
2 Stan Nicholas  018  1857  
3 Allan Knox  056  1732  
4 Brett Robinson  018  1141  
5 Jonathan Shorer 021 1098  
     

Control Line    
"162 FAI Team Race (F2C & F2F combined)"    
1 Glen Lewis / Robert Bolton 
   025  3-17.51  
2 Andrew Robinson / Brendan Robinson    
   025  3-32.24  
3 Rod Brown  025  4-05.73  
4 Andrew Robinson 025  4-11.94  
5 Rob Wallace  018  4-21.58  
6 Don Robinson  025  4-44.75  
7 Steve Hansen  048  4-59.00  
8 Brendan Robinson 025  6-42.04  
"163 Open Goodyear Team Race"    
1 Steve Hansen  048  5-31.44  
2 Rob Wallace  018  9-56.90  
3 Brendan Robinson 025  34 Laps  
"164 Slow Goodyear Team Race"    
1 Rob Wallace  018  4-03.31  
2 Rod Brown  025  4-05.68  
3 Brendan Robinson 025  4-12.11  
4 Alec Fuller  025  4-18.42  
5 Steve Hansen  048  4-26.76  
6 Andrew Robinson 025  4-44.63  
“165 Class B Team Race"    
1 Don Robinson  025  56 Laps  
2 Rob Wallace  018  10 Laps  
"166 F2A Speed"    
1 Glen Lewis 029  285.71 km/h  
2 Carl Lickfold 015  277.99 km/h  
"167 Percentage Speed"    
1 Andrew Robinson  025  6 9 . 11 %   

244.15 km/h  
2 Brendan Robinson 025  6 7 . 5 7 %  

238.71 km/h  
3 Rob Wallace  018  6 4 . 2 9 %  

227.11 km/h  
"168 Classic 'A' Team Race"    
1 Brendan Robinson 025  5-02.1  
2 Andrew Robinson 025  5-03.30  
3 Don Robinson  025  5-12.91  
4 John Ryan  037  5-32.66  
5 Steve Hansen  048  5-50.74  
6 Rod Brown  025  5-52.50  
“169 Classic 'B Team Race"    
1 Rod Brown  025  5-06.78  
2 Rob Wallace  018  5-32.47  
3 John Ryan  037  6-31.22  
4 Andrew Robinson 025  7-06.10  

Contact:
Paul Squires 021 029 94110      
pwsquires@hotmail.com

2019
CENTRAL AREA 
FREE FLIGHT 
TRIALS  

VENUE FOR 
ALL CENTRAL AREA DATES

RAYNER'S FARM, GLADSTONE RD, 
CARTERTON 

approx. 0800 start 

June 8th                               
wind/rain date  

June 9th

July 13th                               
wind/rain date  

July 14th

August 10th                           
wind/rain date   
August 11th

Scores count for Ffonz FAI Trophies.
Please advise organiser the day 

before if attending.

September 14th                    
wind/rain date    

September 15th

October 26th                         
wind/rain date    
October 27th

November 9th                        
wind/rain date    

November 10th

December 7th                        
wind/rain date    
December  8th
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whywhy
not give 
it a go

NDC

FOR SALE FOR SALE

WANTED

June                                      2019 June                                      2019

JR VENTURE 50 
FREE TO A GOOD HOME
No engine but the airframe, main and tail rotor 
assembly’s, boom etc are perfect. Great for 
spare parts, 
contact Bruce 021 0867 2944

UNBUILT TOP FLITE TAURUS KIT, 
Built Taurus- needs a spruce up- $300, Ideal for 
Classic Pattern.

USED MERCO 61 MULTI SPEED with 
muffler ideal for above model,

UNBUILT BALSA USA FLYBABY BIPE 
KIT 86" $350.

All in Auckland though could get to Hamilton, 
Rotorua, Waharoa by arrangement
Russell Wade 021 483 417

1/4 scale PIPER PAWNEE with working 
Hopper. (built from NZ Aero Products Plans, 
Bluff)  3 piece wing. Italian made Super Tiger 
4500  (barely run in) swinging a 20x8 prop, 
custom muffler, on board glow, Fibre Glass 
cowl, 10 servos  installed,  WS  2750 L 1900.  
$1600   
Ph. Paul 03 318 4181,   Mob: 027 222 2621  ,   
Rosewill@xtra.co.nz  
more photos available .

63" SPITFIRE WING, RM64 (Taylor), 
RC1513 (Millingship) or similar.  

Any reasonable condition.  Pick up almost 
anywhere between Masterton and Auckland 
practicable.  

Ph or email Peter.  06 378 2200 or 09 480 0195, 
Email pjhunt31@hotmail.com 

ASP21 2 STROKE with muffler and RC 
Muffler. Must be a strong runner. 

Email Allan Knox at allan.j.knox@gmail.com 
or call 021747950.

R E C E I V E R  N o .  R X 2 6 0 5  F O R 
WALKERA 4G3 helicopter, or alternatively a 
donor helicopter.
Ray (03)4545837 or oldsparky1@hotmail.com

1/4 scale PIPER J3 CLIPPED WING CUB, 
built from Sig Kit. 86 inch (2140mm)- wing 
span. Fitted with a Laser 150, 4 stroke engine, 
twin servos for elevators, pull pull servo rudder 
system and with dual lipo battery for security, 
through a dual Power Box switch. All servos -
Hitech. Aircraft Covered in Solartex, having 
Robart Bungy undercarriage. Flown about a 
dozen times.
$800 or near offer.  

  

¼ scale DART KITTEN, Built from Par 
Lundquest Plans, and fitted with a Laser 100 
engine.The model spans 2440 mm (96 inches) 
with a design weight of 5.3kg (11.68 lbs). Par 
Lundquest is renowned for designing light 
constructed models and therefore suggested the 
model be powered with a 60 size four stroke. 
This would give a realistic scale speed, but after 
several  flights,  I  fitted the Laser for 
“reassuring” flights. His prototype model 
weighed 4.7kg! Mine around 5.2kg. Fuselage 
and selected wing areas balsa frame with 8 or 
10 micron thick glass fibre sheeting.  Pull Pull 
rudder  sys tem.  F i t ted  wi th  Uni t racs 
undercarriage. Covered in Solartex. Flown 
about 20 times.
$700 ONO. 

 MODEL AIRCRAFT KIT FOR SALE
1/5 SCALE -BEECHCRAFT BONANZA 
Kit from Top Flite (this kit is no longer 
available from the USA)
81 inch wing span, for 60 to 120 IC engines.
Cabin kit and Robart air operated retracts with 
the kit -$400 ono

MODEL AIRCRAFT PLANS FOR SALE
SE 5A ¼ scale $30 ono
¼ scale spitfire Mike Reeves plans $30 ono
Catalina PBY 5A - 108 inch $20ono

MODEL AIRCRAFT PLANS- FREE to 
good homes -buyer to pay freight
J3 Cub 72inch
J3 Cub 86 inch
Headmaster Trainer
Spirit  glider
Corby Starlet-- ¼ scale
120 size cloud dancer 86 or 90 inch wing soan
Stiletto Acrobatic  2 sizes
Super Sport 120
Baby great lakes
Minimoa Glider 105 inch and ¼ scale
Dart Kitten ¼ scale
Wood hopper
Mosquito about 60 inch
Spectra -glider
Born Free -glider
Callisto -Glider
 BE Hawk
Pulsar
All available from John Laker 075490043 
Katikati, Bay of Plenty
John.laker.clear@gmail.com
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64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014  
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz

3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207  
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz

79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Robin Wallace 
31 La Lena Grove 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535  
natgas@xtra.co.nz 

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway, 
Kakanui R.D.4 
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429  
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022 
09 636 8439  
amacsecretary@outlook.com

77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank 
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720  ted@pl.net 

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199  mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz

49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749 
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com

8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Wayne Cartwright
8 Mirbeck Avenue
CAMBRIDGE 3434
07 949 4072 or 022 153 4679
rwcartwright4@gmail.com

82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452   jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue  
ALEXANDRA 
03 448 6919  avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041 
03 348 8206  harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson, 
307 Avonhead Rd,  Avonhead, 
CHRISTCHURCH 8042. 
03 358 4022  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169  kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz

12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241   spencejs10@gmail.com

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com

38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007   desr2727@gmail.com

13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE 
06 868 4706  pandrg@xtra.co.nz  

14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE 
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz 

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson 
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889   alan48linda47@gmail.com

17. Hawera M.A.C. 
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514  
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298  info@ham.org.nz   

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland 
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556  l-j@xtra.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Mark McCrorie
20 Hawthorn Mews
RANGIORA 7400
020 4131 1440  
kaiapoimac@outlook.co.nz
www.kmac.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896  mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1 
AWANUI
021 047 6314   bieribeach@gmail.com

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633  paul.buckrell@gmail.com

20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230 
09 407 8959  mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz

21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313 
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alexander Houston
248 Airedale Road
OAMARU 9492
027 327 4499 
alexander.w.houston@gmail.com27. 

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL
027 435 5516

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066  
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121 
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577  
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz

30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Clive Martis 
48 Tennyson Avenue, Kelvin Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH 
06 357 8832 or 021 844 323
clive.martis.27@gmail.com

66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260 
rsloan@xtra.co.nz

31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers 
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221 
ronw82@outlook.com  

54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643  
wardharber@xtra.co.nz

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz

42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Bruce Simmons
07 348 7922  
mary@redhen.co.nz

80. Rural Flying Corps
Doug Palmer
314 Racecourse Road
AMBERLEY 7482
027 213 9071 or 03 314 8988

84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4  ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158  
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz

62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow 
33 Harper Street, Parkside 
TIMARU 
027 684 5832  
gndellow@xtra.co.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc 
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716  
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317  
tierrich@gmail.com

66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres 
WHITIANGA 3510 
07 866 2825  
mbac@xtra.co.nz

72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099   
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz

18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605 
brettrob@orcon.net.nz

24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200 
nmacsecretary@outlook.com

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Justin Whalley
28 Dorset Avenue
Westown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 751 1442  
noveandjustin10@gmail.com

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers 
Association (Inc.)
Rene Redmond
311 Newbury Line, RD8
PALMERSTON NORTH 4478
021 245 2729   secretary@nzjma.com

29. NOCLASS  M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Linda Gedye
65 Jean MacKay Place
Dairy Flat, RD 4  AUCKLAND 0794
09 421 0213   
grantandlinda@xtra.co.nz

67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Steve Nichols
PO Box 87, Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
09 415 9278  
snheli@xtra.co.nz

98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz



55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846  
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz  

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299 
secretary@wmac.org.nz  

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider 
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville 
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365 

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962  
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz

70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
Dave Evans
26 Mayor View Terrace 
WAIHI BEACH 3611
07 863 5987 
wbaymf@gmail.com

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676  
keith.ryman@akzonobel.com

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade 
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223   
daviespj00@yahoo.com 

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55 
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333 
gramain@xtra.co.nz   

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying 
Group
John Tomson
09 437 3616 
johnotomson@gmail.com

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994 
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033   
dbsq17@gmail.com

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox, 
52 Siena Place, 
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692 
(03) 310 6628

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423   
gtec1963@gmail.com

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810 
06 370 4693   
henderson@ihug.co.nz

39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431 
graham.rose@langley.co.nz

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com

68. Walkworth Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
09 425 0446   
somerset11@clear.co.nz

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213 
stu.goodare@gmail.com

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott 
41 Acornia Close 
TAURANGA 3112 
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407   
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz
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Bogan & Baldrick with their prize winning ‘Mossie’
Frazer Briggs and his DA200 Raven

Photos Andy Dodson
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Leading Model & Hobby Specialists

72 Kent Street
P O Box 5165, Frankton

HAMILTON Tel (07) 847 5292

Late night Thursday, 
Open Saturday morning.
Extensive range of Kits,

Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories 

FULL BACK-UP SERVICE

FRANKTON MODEL SHOP

NORTHLAND

WAIKATO

AUCKLAND

AUCKLAND

10 John Street,
Whangarei.
Tel/Fax 09 438 8778

Darryl Applegate

Come in and browse!
9.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.

9.30am to 2pm Saturday.

R/C planes, boats, cars, including accessories.
APC, Du-Bro, Futaba, HiTEC, Ming Yang, O.S.,
SAB, Spektrum, Sullivan.Great Planes, Airsail,

E-sky, Kyosho Tamiya and more
Cool Power oil and nitro, and ready mixed fuel.

Great range of die-cast cars & plastic kits.
Trains, slot cars, modeling & scenery supplies,

paints & glues, and much more. Bring the family! 
Gift vouchers available. Mail orders. Credit cards welcome.

Ask about our 10% discount for all NZMAA members!

onestopmodelhobby@xtra.co.nz

R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz

Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,

Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!

Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

MODEL & HOBBY

ONE
STOP

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of 
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel 

and accessories. 
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX 
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger, 

E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range 

and looking for new and exciting products, 
so keep checking our website regulary.

We sell premix nitro fuel and ship 
nationwide with no extra dangerous 

goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

                     Website:  www.rchobbies.co.nz
                     EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products

299 Native Road  Pukekawa 2696

Auckland

Ph: 09 233 4014

theteam@airsail.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for 
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems

www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Top of the South Model Centre

13b McGlashen Ave, Richmond, 

Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 9111
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios, 

R/C, SC, OS, Super Tigre Engines, 
GWS Systems & indoor equipment, 

electric flight products & kits and 
accessories from around the world

www.hobbycentral.co.nz

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,

HOBBY CENTRAL

HENDERSON RACING

NELSON

CHRISTCHURCH

82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH

24hr Tel/Fax (03) 337 1091
Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

09 233 4014
sales@wattsup.co.nz

WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists

A huge range of RC products on line

Contact John for any enquiries

www.wattsup.co.nz

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC

Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron

Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon

props and many more.

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND    Bus/AH 09 275 5842

Workshop Facilities:

 email: slipstream_models@clear.net.nz

SLIPSTREAM MODEL 
RESTORATION WORKSHOP

Specialists in plans from all top designs from 

around the globe plus others less known

Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage

MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.

Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats, 

Canopy pressing, Latex moulding, 
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls, 
Radio & Accessories repairs






